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H2 2020 Highlights 

This release is the biggest single release I have ever 
seen from SAP SuccessFactors with over 300 changes.

Check out the What’s New viewer for this release, and 
you’ll see that ~60% of them are Universal updates, 
meaning lots of improvements will be reaching lots 
of end-users automatically after the mid-November 
production release.

The HXM (Human Experience Management) message 
is still coming through very strongly in all of SAP’s 
marketing. In this release we see four further points 
of integration with Qualtrics to capture feedback and 
initiate surveys during business processes in Recruiting, 
Onboarding, Performance reviews and at the end of 
a Global Assignment as well as include Remote Work 
Pulse Surveys on the homepage.

After trialling with 50 beta customers, a redesigned 
“card-based” homepage is now available to all – but 
beware it still has some limitations (learn more in this 
SAP blog). The new homepage is just one of the many 
user experience updates we’ve come to expect in 
each release. As well as these web user experience 
features, I noted nearly 30 mobile updates across 
Platform, Employee Central, Learning, Onboarding, 
Performance & Goals and Recruiting; 10 specific to 
Android too (which has historically played catch up to 
iOS functionality updates).

Not content with just feature updates, SAP has released 
a brand new product called SAP Work Zone for HR. 
I understand that as a result of this, SAP Jam will be 
phased out later this year from the SAP price list. SAP 
Work Zone is a single-entry point for work – going 
beyond the traditional intranet capability that integrates 
content, information and collaboration capabilities. So 
far, I have not seen any pricing, but certainly, it is an 
interesting innovation from SAP.

Before escaping, I thought I would highlight a couple of 
module-specific newsletters that I subscribe to – if you 
are interested in EC or Recruiting & Onboarding then I 
recommend them:

Employee Central Intelligence by Brandon Toombs – 
subscribe here

Recruiting & Onboarding by Mark Ingram – subscribe 
here

Conclusion
With such a bumper update, there is plenty to dive into 
as you will see in our series of articles over the coming 
week; I hope you enjoy our updates. Each day you 
will see a blog post on our website linking to multiple 
articles; one post for each functional area. If you are a 
customer or have joined our mailing list (anyone can 
sign up via the link on this page), then you’ll receive 
a consolidated eBook of all the articles shortly after 
the end of our series. It makes a handy searchable 
reference!

If you missed any of our previous blogs, you can always 
find them at zalaris.com.

As always, feedback is welcomed via email and Twitter, 
and please do consider following Zalaris on LinkedIn. 
Thanks to all of you who have been reading, sharing 
and providing feedback on our content to date.

Start reading here

Stay safe!

Preview instances of SuccessFactors were updated on 

16/17 October 2020, and the production instances are 

due to be updated on 20/21 November 2020.

https://zalaris.com/
https://help.sap.com/doc/62fddbd651204629b46bbccbabf886ba/2005/en-US/159bda31b711402c884ae5686446840d.html
https://blogs.sap.com/2020/10/20/all-about-latest-successfactors-homepage-2h-2020/
https://www.sap.com/products/workzone-hr.html?btp=2e99baa5-d61c-4869-aa57-98c39f64d93e
https://employeecentralintelligence.us15.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=bdd70686c1cc9eec8628ebc3c&id=0161a43420
http://ingramtalent.com/newsletter-signup/
http://ingramtalent.com/newsletter-signup/
https://zalaris.com/insights/blog/category/successfactors/
https://zalaris.com/insights/blog/category/successfactors/
http://%20info_uki@zalaris.co.uk
https://twitter.com/Zalaris
https://www.linkedin.com/company/zalaris/
https://zalaris.com/insights/blog/successfactors-h2-2020-release-part-1-of-5/
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Introduction

SAP continues to push the development of Employee 
Central (EC), the core module of the SuccessFactors 
HXM Suite, in their latest H2 2020 release. As in 
past release cycles, the number of optimizations and 
changes within EC showcases the commitment of SAP 
to move an increasing number of customers with their 
core HR process into the cloud. This Zalaris review of 
the newest release focuses on a number of the features 
that are considered important to mention, as they 
improve the overall process and user experience  when 
using SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central. 

Integrated process experiences

Many of our customers face the challenge that their HR 
IT landscapes are increasingly complex – they aim to 
streamline and facilitate processes, while maintaining 
the service levels their workforce  have been used to. 
With the variety of SAP solutions available, this task 

does not always seem to get easier for customers, but 
in the H2 2020 release, two major process integrations 
between SAP SuccessFactors and other SAP solutions 
can help you put the pieces together.

Qualtrics survey integrations
Since the acquisition of Qualtrics by SAP in late 2018 
the HR Digitalisation community has been discussing  
the first connections and potential value-adds between 
the powerful experience management platform and 
SAP SuccessFactors. Within this release, SAP allows 
you to automatically send out Qualtrics surveys to 
employees. This  is triggered via the Intelligent Service 
Center and the Integration Center at various key 
points in the Employee Lifecycle, ranging from a new 
hire, new enrollments in benefits, additional jobs for 
Concurrent Employment or Global Assignments to 
manager changes and terminations. This out-of-the-
box Qualtrics integration   allows you to create 
integrated and automated process experiences 
across SAP platforms.

https://zalaris.com/
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Harmonised SAP Fieldglass requisitions
Besides the Qualtrics integration, SAP has facilitated  
the integration between EC Position Management and 
SAP Fieldglass. SAP Fieldglass is the go-to solution 
from SAP for businesses to manage their external 
workforce, if the standard options available in EC for 

managing contingent workers are not sufficient. With 
the H2 2020 release, no additional business logic or 
mapping efforts are required to create SAP Fieldglass 
requisitions directly from the position organization 
chart, as the entire position object is now passed to 
SAP Fieldglass.

Serving the Total Workforce

SAP continues to work towards the goal for 
organisations to manage and analyse their Total 
Workforce within the solution. The newest release 
proves this once again with new opportunities in 
the flexible designing of hire processes and further 
localisations. 

Optimised New Hire configurations
Organisations have a have a wide variety of internal 
employees, ranging from regular permenant  and 
temporary employees, to working students and interns. 
In the past, the configurability of the hire process was 
rather limited, forcing every type of hire (except for 
externals) to pass through all the stages of the hire 
process. With the H2 2020 release it is now possible to 
configure flexible hire templates for different types of 
workers and locations. 

https://zalaris.com/
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This new feature showcases the customizability of SAP 
SuccessFactors Employee Central and should convince 
customers with unique processes to take a chance in 
moving their HR processes to the cloud. 

In addition, the H2 2020 release also covers a long-
term limitation of the EC solution finally allowing 
business rules to change data across different 
information blocks (which was only possible within 
the People Profile  previously) within the hire wizard, 
leading to a more consistent system behavior, 
increased automation and thereby optimised data 
quality.

Further localisations
As in nearly all recent releases, SAP also introduced 
two entirely new local versions for Ghana and 
Suriname, including standardised National ID formats, 
Personal Document Types, Personal Information, 
Job Information, Disability Information, Dependents 
Information, Home Address and Corporate Address. 
SAP have also  extended address validations for 
Belgium and Brazil.

Furthermore, the newest release saw enhancements to 
the standard address formats for Norway and Thailand. 
The change to the Norwegian address format was 
necessary due to an administrative reorganisation of 
counties within the country.

The H2 2020 release additionally covered a regularly  
discussed aspect regarding the gender fields, as they 
introduced new country-specific gender field options in 
the Global Information, allowing a country-by-country 
adoption of regulations.

These ongoing adjustments show the commitment 
of SAP to keep track of local legislatory requirements 
and one of they key benefits of moving to the cloud, 
as it can significantly reduce the burden of operational 
maintenance for internal system administrators. 

Improved User Experience

In addition to the benefits mentioned above, we 
identified a number of adjustments to improve the user 
experience of the EC module both for end users and 
administrators. 

End User Optimisations
For better process flows the newest release 
ensures that duplicate approvers in a workflow (with 
consecutive steps) do not have to approve the same 
processes twice. This long-needed feature “can shorten 
a long approval chain and improve efficiency without 
affecting data quality” as SAP rightly points out.

https://zalaris.com/
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Administrator Optimisations
Besides end users, SAP also continues to drive the 
easier administration and handling of EC configuration 
tasks, which helps customers to maintain and operate 
their cloud solution with less direct IT support and 
involvement. The newest release includes a variety 
of areas of improvement with three areas being most 
worthwhile to mention: Admin Alerts 2.0, Process 
and Workflow Management as well as EC to SAP ERP 
integration tools.

Admin Alerts 2.0 are becoming the new go-to solution 
replacing the legacy Admin Alerts in a future release. 
The newly added functionalities include the possibility 
to monitor data replication issues, HR data issues in 
the Job Info of users and to immediately access the 
pending hires coming from Onboarding and Recruiting.

In regards to processes, SAP has introduced a new 
business rule scenario for workflow facilitating the 
configuration of rules which trigger workflows and 
processes for customer administrators, as the scenarios 
prohibit rule settings which are false. Additionally it is 
important to mention that XML-based Event Reason 
Derivation (ERD) will be deprecated with the H2 
2020 release.  This leads customers who haven’t yet 
switched   to an automated migration, to a business-
rule based ERD. It is very important for these customers 
to validate the correct functioning during the preview 
period to ensure a smooth transition to the Productive 
Environment. 

Finally, the adjustments for Admins optimising the 
handling of Employee Central to SAP ERP Replications 
emphasises the importance that SAP places on 
convincing an increasing number of existing on-premise 
customers to start the move of their core processes to 
the cloud. The newest release allows administrators 
to directly check issues with the replication via the 
Check Tool and also improves the handling of the Data 
Replication Monitor 2.0.

Conclusion

The H2 2020 Employee Central release of SAP 
SuccessFactors can be described as a solid release 
which puts the pieces together. It does not include 
revolutionary new features, but rather puts the 
emphasis on addressing and fixing issues which 
have been pending for a while. In addition, SAP have 
stabilised the wide range of functionalities within EC 
by improving the user experience and facilitating 
the integration of the solution into the wider HRIT 
landscape of SAP solutions. It is therefore an important 
step in showcasing why SAP SuccessFactors Employee 
Central is ready to handle customers HR core 
processes, while optimising the Employee Experience 
and providing integrated HR and Talent processes 
across the SuccessFactors suite.   

Additionally, the visualised Salary Positioning Widget 
has been adjusted, optimising the way an employees 

range penetration and compa ratio are visualised on 
the People Profile.

https://zalaris.com/
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Introduction

As 2020 closes out, SAP brings a final instalment of 
SuccessFactors updates, and Employee Central Service 
Centre (ECSC) carries with it, numerous tweaks and 
more than a few new features. In this article, I will guide 
you through changes for service agents, administrators, 
and employees, as well as a few additional areas of 
interest.

I will also highlight a few things we can expect to see 
in 2021 and perhaps even suggest a few things I would 
like to see next year.

Service Agent Users

There are three areas that I would like to highlight for 
service agent users in the new Cloud for Customer 
(C4C) update. These relate to the home page, data 
detail pages, and the user interface as a whole.

Home Page Cards
SAP is continuing their migration away from static 
tiles on C4C user home pages to their more dynamic 
and interactive card metaphor. The biggest news 
from the Q3 2020 release around cards was arguably 
the introduction of Kanban cards to display the 
classic productivity-management style approach for 
categorising and monitoring tickets.

SAP has updated this card to include more deep-
linking navigation options to get you to the underlying 
data faster. They are also planning on introducing an 
option to allow access to more configuration options 
for existing cards, but this is currently delayed and 
planned for an interim (patch) release in December. 
Unfortunately, it still is not set-up to allow deletion, so 
do make sure you are using your test system to try 
things out rather than your production system.

In a similar vein, the Quick Links card that was released 
as a rather static, tile-like option in the last release still 
does not have the option to edit it, but SAP has made 
a point of indicating that will be available early next 
year. As I noted in my Q3 ECSC article, I think it will 
become advantageous to tailoring home pages for an 
organisation’s own needs at that point.

Overall, the home page updates feel a little lacking 
this time around, but the message from SAP seems to 
suggest they were slowed down and the things they 
had planned to release are imminent. But, with that in 
mind, SAP did slip in an additional small, but valuable 
amendment.

To date, custom cards could be configured for multiple 
languages, but should a translation have been missed 
from a lookup value, the technical name of that value 
would be shown, which was often meaningless to the 
service agent. Now, SAP has modified this behaviour 
to pull in the default language entry instead – which at 
least gives the agent a chance to translate it. Of course, 
it is no substitute for a sound testing methodology, but 
it will surely help.

Data Fields
The configuration options for data fields on the ticket 
listing and details pages are being upgraded in this 
release allowing the pages to be configured to highlight 
particular fields and columns.

The first way to do this is to apply colour highlighting. 
A range of six colours is available. The example SAP 
has given is based on the usual traffic light colouration 
with a pastel variation. However, SAP has also noted 
the specific colours will adapt to the user’s theme, 
suggesting the colours are probably defined within 
each theme.

For columns in lists, the colour is applied as a 
background colour to the column. For individual data 
fields, the colour is used as the (foreground) text colour.

In addition, SAP  has added an emphasis option for 
data fields on details pages such as the ticket details 
page. This feature enables the text of up to two 
fields to be made larger, and I think this works well in 
combination with the new colour highlighting feature to 
make the one or two key fields on the page stand out.

Hopefully, at some point, SAP will expand on this to 
allow highlighting to be driven by rules and to allow 
individual cells in a column to be highlighted.

SAP has also announced the phased release of an 
option to define logic on quick create screen fields 
to allow default values to be set. This option could 
be useful for some service centres who handle ticket 
creation via phone calls and find themselves setting 
the same details over and over. I expect the 1H 2021 
release will mainstream this, but if it is something you 
know will save you time, you should raise an incident 
with SAP and request it to be applied to your preview 
system so that you can test it. 

https://zalaris.com/
https://zalaris.com/insights/blog/q3-2020-release-employee-central-service-centre/
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Saphira Theme
Lastly, for service agents, we have a phased general 
availability of the Saphira theme introduced in Q3. The 
theme is designed to allow more working area by auto 
collapsing the navigation. It is possible to override that 
behaviour with a company setting, but that does then 
defeat one of the significant benefits of the new theme.

Before jumping on board with the new theme, there are 
some known issues around surveys that I suspect could 
affect many ECSC users. I would suggest examining 
it in the test system, and maybe enabling it for use by 
some users, but not pushing it out as a default theme 
just yet.

Analytics

There are a couple of areas of interest around analytics 
in this release. One of them is part of C4C, and one 
somewhat less so. 

Dashboards and Reports
In C4C, dashboards have received an upgrade where 
they can now be saved as variants, much like reports, 
allowing users to change their selection criteria and set 
them as default and alternate options.

Embedded SAC
SAP Analytics Cloud (SAC) is a solution that allows 
data to be analysed and presented in ways to support 
making informed and timely decisions. It is quickly 
becoming the reporting and analytics backbone for all 
of SAP’s cloud solutions, and SAP is now proposing a 
SAC solution that links (only) to your C4C instance and 
allows you to embed live analytics.

This addition provides hugely powerful analytics 
capabilities, but I would hold off on investing at this 
point. An Enterprise connect version is planned, which 
I believe will offer greater value across solutions. Given 
that SAC will likely be a considerable added expense 
and that its capabilities are so extensive, this embedded 
approach feels like putting a Formula 1 engine in a family 
hatchback. Unless you are desperate for better analytics, 
I would push this out for consideration as part of a 
broader business intelligence strategy, where I think the 
benefits for ECSC would increase.

In tandem with this, both reports and dashboards 
now issue warnings on saving selection (and view for 
reports) variations, where the name is already in use. 
This extra confirmation step ensures that users do not 
accidentally overwrite existing options. I know that 
I have done this by accident a couple of times with 
reports, so this should mitigate any future recurrences.

https://zalaris.com/
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Service Level Agreements

One of the best features that SAP introduced for C4C 
in the last few years has been custom service level 
agreements (SLA). However, they have suffered from a 
limitation. The standard C4C SLA would recalculate in 
the right circumstances and the custom SLA would not.

For example, if a ticket were passed back to a status 
of awaiting information from the employee, the clock 
would effectively stop on time taken to process the 
ticket. When the ticket is returned to be in progress 
with a service agent, the clock restarts and a resolution 
SLA will recalculate how long is left and what the new 
deadline for SLA compliance is.

As you have probably already guessed, this new 
update will allow custom SLA to recalculate. This 
recalculation is achieved through custom logic via 

Three periods come into effect. The first indicates after 
how long a ticket is archived. The second is the number 
of days after that for which an archive can be restored. 
The third one I find a little confusing in that it is the 
number of days after which the ticket is retained in the 
archive before being deleted. That suggests that you 
can have a period during which the ticket is accessible 
in the archive, but cannot be restored from it, which I 
find a curious design choice if that really does hold true 
to how the feature is described.

Archiving  does bring a key benefit. By moving tickets 
into the archive, you are reducing the number of tickets 
the system deals with from a service agent perspective. 
In turn, this reduction should speed up the system 
responsiveness.

However, there are some things to be aware of:

1. Once enabled for an object type (i.e. tickets for 
ECSC), archiving cannot be disabled.

2. As well as disappearing for service agents, archived 
tickets will also disappear for employees.

3. Many organisations make use of the ‘similar ticket’ 
functionality, effectively using their tickets as an 
ever-evolving knowledge base. As you archive and 
ultimately delete tickets, there is a risk that you may 
also be doing this with your knowledge.

the creation and use of a Business Add-In (BADI). 
Therefore, it will require some developer expertise, but 
this will open up opportunities for many customers to 
better track service performance and service centre 
targets.

Administrators

There are several functional areas that administrators 
should familiarise themselves with within this last ECSC 
update of 2020, and we start with something very new, 
and very interesting.

Archiving
Archiving is a new area of functionality in C4C, and for 
organisations utilising ECSC, it enables administrators 
to indicate that tickets should be moved through an 
archive and deletion process.

https://zalaris.com/
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I am still weighing up the pros and cons of this feature. 
I suspect that for some customers, this will be fantastic, 
and for others abhorrent. But that is fine. SAP gives 
customers the choice of enabling this feature. But, I 
would consider making the residence period a large 
figure to provide you with the greatest opportunity to 
restore a ticket if necessary. I would only archive if I 
knew I was able to capture the intrinsic issue resolution 
knowledge in some other way, such as an integrated 
knowledge base system; an optional component for ECSC.

E-mail
E-mail workflows see a few additions with options 
added for checking (main) channel, associated 
ticket, and recipient, but the most interesting is the 
functionality to determine who sent an e-mail.

I usually configure workflow rules for e-mails to e-mail 
the reporter, or occasionally, the employee. Still, this 
addition means that you can trigger automated e-mails 
back for an e-mail to the reporter – who could be either.

Reporters also happen to be the focus of a new 
interaction setting. Administrators can now specify the 
reporter rather than the employee to be the default 
recipient for new ticket e-mails created by a service 
agent.

This configuration means that, for example, when a 
ticket is created on behalf of an employee for their 
manager, the manager is the reporter. The manager 
would then be the default recipient for updates on the 
ticket. That then means the service agent would not 
have to remember to override the employee e-mail 
address each time. For most tickets, the employee is 
also the reporter, so I would expect that the majority of 
organisations using ECSC would want to enable this 
feature.

UTM
The Universal Transport Management (UTM) 
functionality that allows you to migrate configuration 
between systems receives its regular update. In SAP’s 
ongoing journey for completeness, they have now 
pulled out analytics content as a separate content 
provider. The configuration supported are dashboards, 
data sources, key figures, KPI, and reports. The only 
exception on the process is embedded reports which 
continue to be transported via adaptation changes.

Invalid MIME Types
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME), now 
more commonly known as media types, are a way 
of identifying file content being passed across the 
Internet, and no longer just as an e-mail attachment. 
They are used in C4C to establish what file types are 

valid and the way they are handled. A new scoping 
question allows the enabling of an option to create 
tickets from inbound e-mails that contain attachments 
for MIME types that are “unsupported”, meaning that 
C4C has not been configured to permit handling them 
in the system.

When set, rather than languishing in an administrator only 
area awaiting analysis, the system will strip the attachment, 
add an attachment, and assuming the that e-mail address 
is valid, create a new ticket for the employee.

Utilising this approach means that the ticket comes 
through onto a service agent queue much sooner. 
If necessary, the service agent can then contact the 
employee to arrange to get the information from the file 
some other way.

This feature should probably be enabled for most 
customers. However, I would recommend fully 
exploring the MIME type configuration in C4C to ensure 
that all the expected file types are indeed catered for. 
At Zalaris, we have a primer list that we use based on 
what an employee is most likely to attach to an ECSC 
e-mail. There are a surprising number of types that are 
not enabled by default in C4C, and it is better to cater 
to those options than have them stripped away and 
have the service agents then have to follow-up with the 
employee.

Deprecations
It is worth briefly noting some deprecations that all 
administrators should be aware of.

The first is the long-awaited end of life for support of 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 on C4C. Microsoft Edge (in 
both its Anaheim and Spartan flavours) is supported, so 
hopefully, if you were reliant on Internet Explorer, you 
have now fully moved over to a version of Edge.

The second is the notice of deprecations for 2021. 
Options to disable the header information and the 
action menu from the top navigation will be removed 
in the February C4C release. In August, the option to 
disable the “new” smartphone layout will be removed. 
These align with the progress SAP has made on the 
user interface updates in C4C.

Machine Learning

There are a couple of service management related 
machine learning developments in beta for C4C. Both 
relate to the analysis of transactional ticket information. 
The first is a machine learning generated summary 
of e-mail interactions, and the second is a machine-
generated summary of memo subject lines.

https://zalaris.com/
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While the technical aspects of this appeal to me 
greatly, the practical elements are somewhat lost on 
me. Memo and e-mail interactions are just some of 
the transactional interactions that take place for a 
ticket, which means some insights for summarisation 
will be missed. The memo analysis appears to only be 
on subject lines, again missing valuable content for 
the summary. I would also ask why in practical terms 
would you want the summaries for e-mail and memos 
separated? Surely one might clearly affect another, 
and there would be gaps in the timelines introduced in 
terms of summarisation?

My experience tells me that if you are going to go to 
the effort to analyse and summarise a ticket, it will be 
one that requires an analysis of many aspects. The 
details will be of critical importance. I cannot see why 
I would trust this to a machine learning approach that 
has only been given some of the data and asked to do 
two different things with it.

I will keep an eye on future developments around this, but 
I hope that SAP decides to broaden the machine learning 
algorithms and provide it with access to all of the data of 
the ticket to analyse, and not just some of the data.

Employees

On  the Ask HR side of things, SAP has provided just 
a small number of updates. But, at least one of these 
updates I feel is going to be very popular as it starts 
restoring some of the control that customers had over 
what things are called on-screen in the application, that 
they used to have in version 1. I’m not clear on why it 
has taken so long to get this functionality, but I’m just 
glad that we finally have it, as it is a prevalent request 
from customers and it is always a little disappointing to 
tell them that option is not yet available.

Renaming
In this release, SAP has added options that allow the 
renaming of two areas. The Landing Page tiles, and 
the fields on the Create Ticket page. The labels can be 
tailored to localisations allowing different labels to be 
applied for other languages.

For the Landing Page, the tile title and the tile 
description can be set for the four tiles that are 
currently supported:

1. Search Knowledge Base.
2. Create Ticket.
3. Tickets Overview.
4. Contact HR.

For the Create Ticket page, five field labels are 
available for modification.

1. Affected User.
2. Service Category.
3. Incident Category.
4. Subject and Description.
5. Priority.

Being  able to rename these tiles and fields is 
something that comes up with every implementation, so 
I am sure there will be a significant uptake of this with 
customers tailoring the labels to match their internal 
terminology and branding.

Incident Category Hiding
Incident Category is the sub-categorisation of the 
Subject Category. While many customers allow their 
employees to select and view the Incident Category 
when creating a ticket, some do not. I am generally in 
favour of letting the employee see and set as much 
information as possible. But, when the available 
categorisations get large and nuanced, it becomes 
much more challenging for the employee to select an 
appropriate Incident Category. This situation can lead to 
a kind of “analysis paralysis” and makes what should be 
a simple experience of creating a ticket rather frustrating.

In these circumstances, being able to remove the 
incident category field from display in for the employee, 
yet retaining it for the service agent users in Cloud for 
Customer becomes advantageous. In this latest update, 
SAP has added an option to allow for the field to be 
hidden in precisely this way.

I would not recommend hiding it in most cases, but 
if you do have an extensive and nuanced service 
catalogue, then hiding this field is certainly something 
to consider.

Filtering SAP Jam Knowledge Base 
Results
The final change SAP has made available is for 
customers who are using SAP Jam as a knowledge 
base for Employee Central Service Centre. It allows Ask 
HR to be configured only to retrieve specific categories 
of content from SAP Jam.

This update is excellent news if you have a broad use 
SAP Jam repository that you are utilising for knowledge 
base queries. Many types of content are typically not 
appropriate for a knowledge base search to surface 
and being able to filter the categories to just the most 
useful ones will help declutter what can become a 
messy result set. This option, in turn, will make it 
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quicker and easier for the employee to find the results 
they need and reduce the chance of them giving up on 
a search because of too many poorly relevant results. 
The categories that can be filtered against are specified 
as a positive match, i.e. you list only what you want to 
be surfaced, and everything else gets filtered out. The 
categories that can be matched against are: articles, 

audios, blog_entries, blog_posts, business_tools, 

comments, content, documents, events, ex_objs, 

feed_comments, forums, group_wall_comments, 

groups, images, links, member_statuses, member_wall_

comments, messages, pages, people, photos, polls, 

tasks, tools, videos, wall_comments, wiki_pages.

Conclusion

As usual, I have only picked out the features and 
changes I felt were most worthy of highlighting.

I am really encouraged to see the continued 
development of the C4C home page for service agents. 
I have previously felt that it has been underpowered 
and thus underutilised by everyone except perhaps 
service managers. Indeed, conversations with 

customers have been interesting in trying to explain 
how to get the best out of the home page for ECSC. 
Next year I can see this becoming a conversation that 
I barely need to have as the benefits of the interactive 
cards come through, and it pretty much sells itself. I 
am also wondering what opportunities SAP Work Zone 
HR might offer for integration with the various facets 
of ECSC. There are a lot of opportunities there for C4C 
and Ask HR functionality to be surfaced through a 
workspace page.

Similarly, I  am delighted to see more configurability 
coming through in Ask HR.

Once again, the limitations around configuration that 
Ask HR v2 brought, versus how customisable v1 was, 
has made for some gloomy customer conversations. 
While v2 has always had many positives, addressing 
the lack of configuration options, I am sure will be ap-
preciated by every customer who wants that extra bit of 
control over what they present to their employees.

So that’s a wrap for 2020, and I look forward to seeing 
what SAP brings us to support the delivery of an even 
better HR support service in 2021. 
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Introduction

The EC Cross Topics area of H2 2020 release sees 
the removal of some older API technologies and the 
introduction of new ones. ERP integration configuration 
and monitoring gets a little easier, and integration 
between S4/HANA and EC Payroll gains some useful 
new features. 

API
Firstly, an important update to be aware of: HTTP Basic 
Authentication will soon be retired for OData API and 
SFAPI. Maintenance will be stopped for HTTP Basic 
Authentication by H2 2021, and by the second half of 
2022, HTTP Basic Authentication won’t be able to be 
used to access APIs at all.

Security of your API applications should be important 
to you- so if your integration applications use 
OData APIs, you should consider moving to the 
more secure OAuth authentication, using X.509 
certificates. More information is available here: https://
community.successfactors.com/t5/API-and-Integration-
Resources/2H-2020-announcement-Planned-
Retirement-of-HTTP-Basic/ba-p/259021

For SFAPI APIs, which do not as yet support OAuth, you 
can continue to use Basic Auth until further notice.

SAP is encouraging customers to migrate towards 
OData APIs, which are more capable than predecessor 
API technologies. With this in mind, in the H2 2020 
release, certain Partner/SOAP APIs have been retired:

• DocSearchService
• LiveProfileService
• UserService
• SFWebService
• PESelfService
• LearningActivity partner service
• User partner service

See the API Deprecation FAQs guide here if this 
impacts your integrations: 
API Deprecation Guide

As one door closes, however, others open, with the 
introduction of new OData APIs in this release. There 
is a new API available to access Learning Catalog info, 
and enhancements to the Learning Plan and User APIs 
to provide more filtering parameters.

One final thing to mention on the subject of employee 
data extraction. If you use the Employee Central 
CompoundEmployee API and filter data using the 
last_modified_on or snapshot_date fields, be aware 
that the results are now limited to a maximum of 3 
months in the past in preview instances. Worth bearing 
in mind if you get unexpected results in your test 
system! This restriction does not apply in the productive 
environment.

ERP Integration
A new Copy Configuration tool has been added in 
H2 2020. This will greatly simplify the configuration 
of integration of a single ERP system to multiple EC 
systems, by allowing you to copy the configurations 
like transformation template group, metadata, picklists 
etc. from one EC instance to another. This new 
ERP transaction is ECPAO_COPY_CONFIG – this 
requires SP 30 of the integration add-on for ERP and 
SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central (SFSF EC 
INTEGRATION 1210).

The Data Replication Monitor in EC is a useful tool 
which is gaining new features with each release. There 
are improved search/ filter options- including search 
by employee number, which was a curious omission 
from previous releases, and the useful ability to delete 
replication messages that are no longer needed- 
messages generated during a test phase, for example.
If you are moving from using Talent Hybrid integration 
to the Full Cloud model, then be aware that there is a 
new report ECPAO_TH_EC_MIGR_EEKMAP_UPDATE 
to update the ECPAO_EE_KMAP employee key 
mapping table. Previously you had to develop your own 
report to do this.

Finally, SAP continues to provide videos showing the 
basic steps of setting up integration of data from SAP to 
EC- the latest example giving a very brief overview of 
the steps required to migrate foundation object data. 

Extracting Foundation Data from SAP to EC 

Don’t delete your installation guide PDFs just yet- these 
videos are intended more to let you know what is 
possible rather than how to configure the solution in detail.
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Employee Central Payroll Integration
If you have EC Payroll integrated with a back-end SAP 
S/4HANA system, then there are a couple of new 
features to be aware of:

• Replication of Cost Centre master data from SAP 
S/4HANA Financials to EC Payroll is now supported 
by the SAP Cloud Platform Master Data Integration 
service. 

• The use of SAP Cloud Platform Identity Authentication 
Services (CPIAS) in EC Payroll is now supported. 
These services enable more login options and more 
secure access to your EC Payroll system.

Conclusions
Some useful updates here- particularly the Copy 
Configuration tool for ERP integration and the 
enhancements to the Data Replication Monitor. Be 
sure to look into the enhanced security provided 
by OAuth authentication for OData API – the switch 
over is not onerous, so take a look at the supporting 
documentation sooner rather than later.
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Introduction

The What’s New Viewer lists 18 entries about Report 
Centre and Workforce Analytics. Out of these, 17 are 
identified as major, 17 are universal features, 12 are 
changes and 6 are totally new features. But that’s 
enough on statistics, let’s dive into the most important 
changes in H2 2020!

Overall we see that SAP’s strategy towards Intelligent 
Enterprise, based on blended People Data from 
multiple systems and sources, is getting more and more 
dynamic. The Technology Journey from siloed data 
and diffusion of tools towards a unified data model, 
intelligent joins and modern visualisation have never 
been so fast. 

Luckily, there is absolutely no manual action required. 
However, you should consider that a whole set of 
guides have been deprecated and centralised in three 
new guides, which use the updated terminology for the 
reporting tools. 

Naming Conventions and Replaced 
Reporting Guides
First of all, we realised this speed by getting to know 
new names for Analytics on a quite high frequency. 
We are used to this rebranding by the SAP marketing 
department, but it is worth noting that the latest change 
to “People Analytics – Embedded Edition” had not 
been in place for much more than a year. For those who 
are not using Analytics every day: “People Analytics – 
Embedded Edition” is now “SAP SuccessFactors Stories 
in People Analytics”.

With the universal roll-out of the “Report Centre”, there 
have been some observable changes in terms of 
terminologies and navigation of the existing reporting 
tools. Terminologies like “Ad Hoc Reports”, “Online 
Report Designer” or “Advanced Reporting” have been 
replaced with “Table” reports and “Canvas” reports in 
the Report Centre. In addition, SAP decided to simplify 
Report Terminology and eliminated the “Report” label 
within the Permission Screen, the filter options and the 
create new report screen.

The new guides that replace the older, deprecated 
guides are:

• Table Reports
• Canvas Reports
• Tiles and Dashboards
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Updates in User handling with Stories in 
People Analytics
The release delivers new options helping admins and 
users to navigate in Analytics. For example, admins can 

now troubleshoot issues related to a user’s readiness to 
use Stories in People Analytics using the Check Tool:

This will be helpful in determining the possible reason 
for not having access to SAC. 

Also new is the option to use Proxy Now, to access the 
Story reports that are available to the proxy user and 
create new Story reports on behalf of the proxy user. 
This feature will make some managers very happy and 
give more flexibility to Report Admins. 

For those who wondered why it was not possible to 
save a Report Story at the query designer step, the 
shout outs were successful - you can now save a Story 
report during the query design phase without having to 
wait until the story design phase.

With the previous H1 2020 release there were 
limitations with regards to the instance refresh process 
for SAP SuccessFactors People Analytics and hence 
customer recommendations were documented in the 
SAP Knowledge Base Article: 2937356 for various 
scenarios & combinations of instance refreshes. 

With the November 2020 release of SAP 
SuccessFactors, customers will be able to use the 
Instance Refresh process on SuccessFactors People 
Analytics enabled instances. But keep in mind: Stories 
from the source tenant are not copied to the target 
tenant during the Instance Refresh. SAP recommends 
you export the Story reports you want to retain on your 
target tenant before you perform an Instance Refresh. 
After the refresh is complete, you can reimport the 
Story reports into the target tenant.

A helpful new feature might be “Copy and Paste values 
as Filter Input”. It allows you to copy and paste data – 
usually coming from excel files - to append or overwrite 
the filter values in Story reports. The Paste Filter Values 
option appears when you click an existing filter on the 
Story design page, and it applies to all the pages in the 
Story.
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Standard Content Store
Following the SuccessStore idea from other modules 
we now also have a couple of Story Templates avail-
able for import. This allows end-users to easily import 
prebuilt analytical content as a one-click action. This will 
make it much easier to define standard insights but also 

Workforce Analytics – only minor 
adjustments
In the previous release, the application stopped work-
ing when the initial load was in progress. You weren’t 
allowed to perform any task until the initial load was 
completed. For some customers this led to extended 
downtime when the initial load failed or took a longer 
time to run.

With the new release, you can access the application 
while the initial load is in progress. The application con-
tinues to run with the existing cube (old configuration) 
until the new cube (new configuration) build is success-
ful. If the build fails, the application continues to run on 
the existing cube. 

With regards to changes to your User Account you now 
receive an email notification when your full name or 
email address is changed from the User Maintenance 
page. For changes to your email address, the system 
sends a notification to your previous and new email IDs.
An email notification provides you with confirmation of 
the changes to your full name and email address. The 
email notification also alerts you to take appropriate 
action if the changes are incorrect or unintended.

gives users insights into how these analytics are de-
signed. This will help you to understand the tool better 
and accelerate your ability to design your own stories. 
For now, most templates are core data driven, but SAP 
has announced the delivery of further templates in the 
future covering talent modules as well.

The Password Reset Process has been optimised. 
When you change or reset your password for your 
Workforce Analytics application, you now receive an 
email containing a password reset link, instead of a 
plain text password. Resetting your password using the 
password reset link is a more secure process compared 
to using plain text passwords.

Conclusion

Using the Stories feature in Reports gets more and 
more user friendly. For those who still await to execute 
the People Analytics upgrade we can highly 
recommend making the move towards People 
Analytics in the SAP Analytics Cloud. The usability gets 
more and more matured and it will create rich reports 
and dashboards to tell compelling stories with data 
across the entire SAP SuccessFactors Suite. Maybe 
some of the templates from the Content store will 
already meet many of your analytics needs.
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Introduction

SAP SuccessFactors Foundation/Platform contains 
a core set of capabilities that are utilised across the 
entire SAP SuccessFactors HCM suite. The updates 
highlighted below are part of this H2 2020 Platform 
release.

The analysis in this article has been categorised 
depending on the type of update (Universal and Admin 
opt-in) and grouped by the noted overarching themes 
below.

Universal Updates

SAP SuccessFactors’ concept of Universal updates 
groups release changes according to their level of 
importance, not just for the value of the change itself 
(major or minor) but for its impact on the millions 
of SuccessFactors users worldwide and their daily 
business use. And in this release, the Universal updates 
(major and minor) seem to be relevant within the 
Data Protection, Integration and OData Technology 
groupings as highlighted below.

• Upgrading the Directory Search with improvements 
that include restricting the information access with 
permission control, with a demo here

• Retirement of the legacy Picklists Management tool 
in favour of the Picklist Centre which enables you 
to manage picklists directly in the application, with 
effective-dating and unique IDs

It is also worth noting that the below minor Universal 
updates have been included.

• Introducing a Guardrail to prevent instance 
refresh using the self-service tool if your target 
is a productive instance. This prevents data and 
configuration losses on productive instances

• The new ability to display the total amount of data 

Data Protection Universal Updates
A clear focus within SuccessFactors has always been to 
ensure that data protection and privacy requirements 
for customers and authorities are met on the system. In 
this release, a few major Universal updates are included 
to support this key concept.

• A new change audit report that allows you to track 
changes made to the members of Role Based 
Permission (RBP) static groups

• New date fields (Start Date and End Date) that can 
be used separately or combined to restrict proxy 
assignment, and that can be reviewed in reports such 
as the Proxy Assignment Change audit report and 
stories in People Analytics, with a demo here

• However, this feature is only relevant when the 
proxy assignment is added centrally by a proxy 
administrator and not when an end user assigns a 
proxy in their personal settings, making this feature 
empowering to the administrators, while limiting 
to the end users. This is perhaps something that 
SuccessFactors need to consider for the next release 

stored in your tenant, including the attachment 
storage, with a demo here

• Enhancing the tooltip of the IP Restriction 
Management permission, providing a better 
understanding of the function

• Enhancing the search results to enable you to check 
for records that are pending for approval in the 
Manage Data user interface, helping to avoid creating 
duplicate records
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Integration Universal Updates
SAP’s products are numerous and, although serving 
various purposes, the benefits are always diminished 
when the integration is not in place between products/
systems used in an organisation. With that in mind and 
SuccessFactors at heart, this release has seen the below 
integration Universal major updates between Employee 
Central and SAP Cloud Platform.

• New Business scenarios to replicate

• Job Classification Data, with a demo here

• Organisational Unit Data, with a demo here

It is also worth noting that the below minor Universal 
updates have been included within the Integration Centre.

• An enhancement where you can choose the 
execution frequency and time between two 
successive integration runs, with a demo here

• Ability to configure the validity period for security 
keys generated in the Security Centre within the 
Integration Centre, with a demo here

• A new API option Profile ID for Inbound Integrations, 
with a demo here

OData Technology Universal Updates
Although the integration between SAP products and 
systems is an incredibly rewarding and beneficial function, 
SAP has known the fact that organisations may need 
to utilise other IT products that are not SAP based. And 
that need of integration with third-party applications has 
been one of the key drivers behind SAP’s continuous 
adoption of the OData technology and especially within 
SuccessFactors, as highlighted in the below major 
Universal updates.

• Retirement of Partner/SOAP APIs in favour of OData 
technology

• Planned (H2 2022) Retirement of HTTP Basic 
Authentication in favour of OAuth authentication 
methods

It is also worth noting that the below minor Universal 
updates have been included.

• OData Entity

• New CalibrationSubjectComment

• Enhanced TodoEntryV2

• Enhanced OData Batch Operations

Admin Opt-in Updates
Unlike the Universal updates where SuccessFactors’ 
focus is on legal and essential mandatory updates to 
their product which affect all their customers, the Admin 
Opt-in updates are optional desirable features which can 
be utilised by customers when installed via the Upgrade 
Centre and/or configured in the Admin Centre. This 
release has seen a number of these optional features 
(major and minor) relevant within the Integration and User 
Experience grouping, as highlighted below.

Integration Admin Opt-in Updates
Similar to the Universal updates, SAP maintaining a 
focus on technology and integration is apparent in their 
SuccessFactors updates this release, with the below 
highlighted optional major Admin Opt-in features.

• Integration between Employee Central and SAP 
Cloud Platform 

• Enhancements to the Upgrade SAP Cloud Platform 
Identity Authentication Service to allow you to select 
existing tenants, or request a new one, with a demo 
here

• A new option that introduced an Upgrade 
Monitoring Tool for the SAP Cloud Platform Identity 
Authentication Service

• Qualtrics 

• A new option to display Qualtrics cards on the homepage 
allowing employees to participate in Qualtrics surveys

• A new option that allows you to integrate Qualtrics 
surveys with EC Global Benefits for New Hires, Rehires, 
and Open Enrollment, with a demo here

• An enhancement to allow feedback requests from 
employees and managers for steps in performance 
reviews, with a demo here

• Surveys Email enhancement for EC Global Assignments 
(demo) and new options for EC New Concurrent 
Employment (demo), EC Employee Hire (demo), EC 
Change in Manager (demo) and EC Employment 
Termination (demo)
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• A new language option added for Lithuanian locale 
(lt_LT)

• A new feature to enable the use of the Writing Assistant 
and Coaching Advisor when using competencies from 
the Job Profile Builder, closing a major feature gap 
between  the Job Description Manager and Job Profile 
Builder, with a demo here

• New checks for the Job Description Manager and Job 
Profile Builder added to the check tool, simplifying the 
migration from the Job Description Manager to Job 
Profile Builder

• An enhancement that allows you to control access to 
the reports of DRTM purge requests based on DRTM-
enabled countries/regions

It is also worth noting that the below minor Admin Opt-in 
updates have been included.

• An enhancement that adds the option to set all fields as 
expanded by default in the People Profile, eliminating 
the need for users to manually expand certain fields for 
more information

• An enhancement that gives administrators the flexibility 
to control the way employees edit their background 
images, by restricting their ability to upload their own 
image in favour of choosing a background image from 
the image library

User Experience Admin Opt-in Updates
As SuccessFactors products are used by employees, 
managers and HR administrators in organisations, an 
impressive and adaptable user experience has always 
been a fantastic aspect of the SuccessFactors HCM Suite 
and certainly not forgotten by SuccessFactors in this 
release. Updates highlighted below are optional major 
Admin Opt-in features.

• A new homepage design that is aimed to be simpler 
and more engaging, utilising the same Fiori design 
principles used by SAP across their products. You can 
view a demo of this new homepage here, but before 
you decide to enable this new homepage, I would 
highly recommend reviewing SAP’s documentation 
here on the homepage especially with regards to its 
known limitations. This will play an important part in 
helping you decide if you can enable this new design 
for your organisation gradually (controlled by user 
permissions), entirely or not just yet.
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Conclusion

A company’s investment in SAP products is substantial 
and it should be more than just digital. It should be 
intelligent (practical, creative and analytical) and always 
perceived as a rewarding and meaningful experience 
throughout the products’ lifetime.

As you may already be aware, , SAP’s focus lately has 
been on building and clarifying it’s Intelligent Enterprise 
Suite (you can read more about SAP’s Intelligent 
Enterprise here) and this focus is clear in this release,

in functionality affecting the Integration side of SAP, with 
the aim of a uniform user experience. This highlights that, 
during the current global climate, the updates understand 
the increased need for IT systems to be user friendly, 
integrated and robust, without compromising security and 
basic functions.
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Introduction

The H2 2020 release for the Performance and Goals 
module provides us with several new features and 
changes to existing functionality which will have a 
positive impact on user experience, data recording and 
review. There is a new user interface for Continuous 
Feedback which will be warmly met by customers. 
This release continue to improve integration between 
Qualtrics and Performance Management. Useful 
improvements for Performance forms and 360 Review 
are also introduced in this release. This blog will 
highlight the main enhancements, starting  with the 
major updates for Goals Management.

Goals

In this release, Goals Management has received 
a redesign in line with the Human Experience 
Management (HXM) reimagining focus of 2020. 

Performance

This release provide us with some major and minor 
upgrades to Performance Management:

Qualtrics Surveys for Steps
In the previous release, we saw the introduction of 
the possibility to associate a survey opportunity after 
the employee signature step. This release continues 
to improve integration between Performance forms 
and Qualtrics, which is a definite positive. Now, there 
is also the possibility to integrate Qualtrics into your 
SAP SuccessFactors system to request feedback from 
employees and managers during the different steps of 
the Performance form.

Customers requested the ability to be able to display 
surveys in specific steps in the performance review 
process, so this is a great improvement for many.

The most important update in this redesign, which 
many customers were eagerly awaiting, is the 
Goals Management integration with Continuous 
Performance Management. It helps managers and 
employees explore relationships between activities 
and goals in a broader perspective. This integration 
gives the opportunity to create and view activities 
from Continuous Performance Management, and 
view their linked achievements straight from the Goal 
Plan. In terms of this integration, feedback data from 
Continuous Performance Management is now available 
in Goal plans.

An important update, which customers will also 
appreciate, is the unified access point to Performance 
Goals and Development Goals which simplifies 
navigation.Previously, these two types of goals were 
located in separate locations.

Customer’s employees and managers will benefit from 
this redesigning, as it is more user-friendly than the 
previous version.

New Feedback Data in Forms
To improve the integration between Performance 
Management and Continuous Performance 
Management, this release provides the possibility to 
see feedback data in the Performance form under the 
Achievement tab. This upgrade allows the opportunity 
to see necessary data in one place without having 
to look at the data in different places when the 
Performance Review process is launched.

Job Profile Builder Support for Writing 
Assistant and Coaching Advisor
It is now possible to use the Writing Assistant and 
Coaching Advisor for competencies which come from 
the Job Profile Builder. Note, it is not an essential 
upgrade as most customers don’t access these 
features.
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Customised Weighted Rating section
The Customised Weighted Rating section, which was 
introduced in a previous release, received some minor 
changes in this release.

This section received two updates for the Previous 
Ratings table. Firstly, Unrated and Too New to Rate 

The Unable to Rate field for the Customised Weighted 
Rating section in Manage Templates has been 
introduced. Now, there is the possibility to create a 
label that explains the reason that an employee cannot 
be rated, for example, Too New to Rate.

The Setting Enable Customised Rating Calculation 
has been removed from the Form Template Settings. 
To enable this section, you need to add it through the 
Manage Template configuration. 

Furthermore,  there is now the possibility to add 
separate Rating scales for the Customised Weighted 

are now displayed in the Previous Ratings table of 
the Customised Weighted Rating section whereas 
previously there was no such option. Secondly, the 
ratings in the Previous Ratings table are displayed as 
numeric values and corresponding labels whereas 
previously only numeric values appeared.

Rating section. Previously, this section used rating 
scales which were assigned to other sections. This 
update improves configuration possibilities.

In this release, the Customised Weighted Rating section 
is included in the printed or saved version of the form 
when you choose Print or Save as PDF. It is important 
to have all the data from the Performance form sections 
in the PDF file if you print it out. 

For now, the labels for the calculated rating and the 
manual rating of the Customised Weighted Rating can 
be customised based on the customer’s requirements.

New Competency Picker in Forms

To achieve a harmonised user experience across 
modules where users need to add competencies, 

the competency picker in the Performance form was 
updated with a new design. It looks good but doesn’t 
give any new useful possibilities.
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Link Activities to Development Goals
An important update, which helps to integrate 
Continuous Performance Management and 
Development Goals, comes in this release. Now, there 
is the possibility to align Development goals with 
Activities from Continuous Performance Management.

When you change or reset your password for your 
Workforce Analytics application, you now receive an 
email containing a password reset link, instead of a 
plaintext password. Resetting your password using the 
password reset link is more secure process compared 
to using plaintext passwords.

An option called ‘Allow Override of Unrated Manual 
Rating for the Customised Weighted Rating’ section 
in Manage Templates allows the user to override the 
manual rating of the section with a calculated rating.

Continuous Performance Management

The previous release provided us redesigned 
Continuous Performance Management, which was 
warmly received by customers. This release provides a 
further update which simplifies the enablement of this 
redesigned version. Now, the Upgrade Centre can be 
used to enable the redesigned version of Continuous 
Performance Management. A very important notice 
that should be taken into consideration is that there is 
no possibility to revert back to a previous version of 
Continuous Performance Management after upgrading 
to the new version.

In addition to this update, this release provides other 
great features including:

Continuous Feedback
Continuous Feedback was not included in the 
redesigned version of Continuous Performance 
Management in the previous release, and is perhaps 
one of the most anticipated updates that customers 
have been readily awaiting. 

This feature has received a redesign in line with the 
Human Experience Management (HXM) reimagining 
focus of 2020 and the overall new design of 
Continuous Performance Management. Additionally 
and in line with the redesign, this feature received 
various other useful improvements. The main upgrade 
provides the possibility to add a title and questions 
when you request feedback.
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Multiple Role Support
Continuous Performance Management has been 
enhanced in this release with the allowance for any 
permissioned role in the organisation the ability to 
use Continuous Performance Management as a 
way of managing activities and supporting ongoing 
conversations. Enhanced Continuous Performance 
Management allows roles outside of the traditional 
manager/employee hierarchical relationship to use the 
features and functions. A user can invite another user 
to a channel. Each channel includes an activities view 
for managing activities, as well as a Meeting view to 
structure and support the 1:1 meeting between both 
users.

These updates provide wider and simplier 
communication possibilities in the system. 

360 Review

There have been two new 360 Review features in this 
release:

Detailed 360 Report
The Detailed 360 Report has received a redesign to 
align with the overall Fiori design. The user interface 
has been improved and it is much more user friendly. 
It is a useful update because the difference in design 
between 360 Review forms and Detailed 360 Report 
previousy looked very strange. 
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Advanced Search of Universal People 
Search
This release provides the possibility to use an 
Advanced Search of Universal People in 360 Reviews. 
This feature can be used to then add participants to the 
360 Review form. It is not a big update, but it will make 
the searching process faster than before.

Conclusion

This release provides the new design for Continuous 
Feedback which customers wanted most. This finally 
gives the possibility to estimate a new Continuous 
Performance Management solution when all parts 
are correctly updated. It is brilliant that Continuous 
Performance Management continues to improve 
integration with Goals Management which also has 
received a redesign with Performance Management.
Furthermore, it is fantastic that the Detailed 360 Report 
has received a redesign, and it aligns with the current 
overall 360 Review design.

I’m looking forward to getting to know what useful 
improvements SAP brings to us in next release.
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Introduction

Customers of SuccessFactors Succession and 
Development modules were excited to see so many 
great features released in the previous H1 2020 
release and this H2 2020 release did not disappoint! 
Continuing on this series of enhancements to 
Succession and Development, we see an array of 
universal enhancements applied. Major improvements 
to Talent Pool permissions and Career Worksheets, 
as well as small but noticeable features in Succession 
Org chart. These changes should help succession 
planners to work more efficiently with their talent data 
and perform more detailed analysis. Calibration session 
enhancements as always are focused on the reviewer 
experience. 

Succession

“Add Successor” Icon Available in 
Succession Org Chart 
Sometimes when employees start to work with SAP 
SuccessFactors Succession planning tool, it is not 
always straight forward as to where exactly you have to 
click to nominate somebody to a position. The recent 
enhancement makes this action far more intuitive by 
displaying the ‘Add Successor’ button on the position in 
Succession org chart. This in turn opens the talent card 
and the succession planner can easily proceed with a 
successor search and nomination. It’s worth mentioning 
that the button will disappear if at least one successor 
has been nominated to a position.

Hide Contingent Workers in the Succession 
Org Chart and Position Tile View
Since the times when contingent workers functionality 
was supported in Employee Central, there was a 
struggle to exclude these individuals from different 
talent management processes in which they were not 
eligible for. In the new enhancement of Succession 
Org chart and Position tile view, succession planners 

can focus on internal employees and their succession 
plan creation. Feature is applicable to all nomination 
methods and once enabled in Admin Center, will hide 
contingent workers’ positions from Succession Org 
chart. This feature is not applied to the scenarios of 
multiple incumbents in one position, however.

Talent Pool Enhancements 
Continuing the series of Talent Pool enhancements 
which started back in 2019, this release we get a 
number of great features that will make Talent Pool 
nominations more meaningful for organizations to 
divide responsibilities between different roles. 

Many customers have shown an interest to grant 
managers permission to nominate their employees 
to Talent Pools, however, this could often be seen to 
increase the potential risk for mistaken nominations and 
cause Succession planners additional work and effort. 
In this recent release it is made more viable to grant this 
desired user group permission to nominate successors 
to a Talent Pool, with the inclusion of role based 
permission “Approve/Reject Talent Pool nominations”. 
HR and Succession planners can both nominate 
successors to Talent Pools and approve or reject 
pending nominees who belong to their target 
population, thus ensuring an additional level of 
accuracy when passing successor nominations through 
the system. The pending status with Approve/reject 
Talent Pool nominations, identify the nominee status 
as either Pending (approve or reject a nomination 
to the Talent Pool), Deletion Pending (approve or 
reject removal from a Talent Pool) or Change Pending 
(approve or reject changes to readiness or notes 
against the nominee of a Talent Pool). 

Users can approve or reject at most 1000 pending 
nominees at one time allowing for efficient 
administration.
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In addition, users with proper permissions can now 
see a new To-Do item ‘Approve Talent Pool Nominees’ 
on the legacy home page or in the To-Do panel 
when there are pending nominees to be approved 
or rejected. This To do action serves as an effective 
reminder to timely nominee approvals – particularly for 
those new users and Talent Pool owners who had not 
previously had nominee approval access.

Another Universal feature and small improvement of 
user experience is collapsed Talent Pool filter section. 
Following customer community feedback, it turned out 
that users appreciate the new option to have a filter, 
however, their first action was to close the filter area to 
fit more nominees in a table. 

Talent Search Enhancements
In situations where talent related information might be 
stored in different places across SuccessFactors suite, 
it is not available in Talent Search itself, previously this 
limitation has made it difficult to access this information 
quickly. With this H2 release, admins will now be 
able to configure deep links to specific pages of SAP 
SuccessFactors or a company’s internal documentation. 
The hyperlink will be shown as an ‘i’ icon in the upper 
right corner of the Talent Search page.

The next helpful enhancement seen to Talent Search 
is the feature that allows to add, at most, six search 
criteria to each background information category under 
Advanced Information. What makes the feature even 
more user friendly and flexible is the fact that users can 
manage and view results that meet all selected search 
criteria (AND logic) or any of the selected background 
information (OR logic). The checkbox called ‘Meet Any 

Users of Talent Search can now export fields under 
Advanced Information and Rating & Competencies 
where exported file supports Microsoft Excel version 
2007 or earlier. Previously it could only export fields 
under Basic Information. This enhancement will help 
users to analyse and share more data offline. It is useful 
to remember that if you export a search result in Talent 
Search that contains more than 20 records, the system 
automatically schedules a job to handle the export. So, 
you need to have the permissions for Scheduled Jobs 
inbox.

Primarily a Succession Planners’ work is to find the 
employee with the right competence required for a 
potential role. In the recent release, competency picker 
in Talent Search has been improved supporting this 
task. It is more user friendly to select the competency 
library and navigate through the different categories 
and select the right competencies. The competency 
picker look and feel is also more aligned to overall 
system layout providing continuity to the user 
experience.

of Criteria for a Background Information Category’ is 
introduced and only applies to the different criteria 
for the same background information category under 
Advanced Information and Competencies under 
Rating & Competencies. It is good to remember, that 
by default, the checkbox on Talent Search page is 
deselected. 
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New Feedback Data in Development 
Plans
To achieve a more harmonized look and feel across 
modules with the latest Continuous performance man-
agement enabled, users can now see feedback data in 
development plans. When users choose the count in 
the CPM Achievements column, they can view the topic 
title and up to three sets of questions and answers.

Remove Recommended Job Roles in 
Career Explorer
With the latest enhancement of Career explorer, 
employees can provide feedback supporting and in 
turn improving their career recommendation results. 
Employees can remove job roles from recommenda-
tions that they no longer wish to consider, these roles 
won’t be recommended to them again. The machine 
learning algorithm of Career Explorer is retrained every 
two weeks, employees may receive new recommenda-
tions following the algorithm update or learn the date in 
which new recommendations may come. As a reminder, 
currently Career Explorer is only available to custom-
ers in the Early Adopter Care (EAC) program, but I feel 
holds a lot of promise when released as full availability.

Career Worksheet enhancements
Previously, many customers have indicated their 
struggle with Career Worksheet permissions. Even with 
respective role-based permissions, anybody could ac-
cess a colleague’s worksheet, which when considering 
the personal nature to someone’s career aspirations, 
for some is not ideal. After the recent update, users can 
view the Career Worksheet of only the people who be-
long to their target population. Therefore, this enhance-
ment will allow for better protection of users’ privacy.

Another great enhancement seen to Career Worksheet 
is the improved view around Not-Applicable Com-
petencies and ‘Too New to Rate’ indications against 
a competency. Previously only the competencies 
that were assessed in prior performance forms were 
displayed on their Career Worksheet. With the recent 
release however, a competency that was unrated in an 
employees’ last performance review will be shown as a 
Not-applicable competency. Where a competency was 
previously rated as ‘Too New to Rate’ a stop sign will 
be indicated in green on the left side of the horizontal 
numeric bar. If such rating doesn’t exist – the sign will 
be shown in black.

Career Development Planning (CDP)
Availability of “Open Positions for the 
Role” in Manage Suggested Roles

The “Open positions for the role” option in Manage 
Suggested Roles is now only available when legacy 
positions are used. You can select it as a criterion 
to determine how the suggested roles are shown in 
employees’ Career Worksheet. This option is currently 
hidden when MDF positions are configured because it 
is simply not working. 

Colors Exchanged for Last Rating and 
Expected Rating in Career Worksheet
To improve users visual experience, a new colour 
enhancement has been made to indicate with a green 
colour, the last assessed rating and with a blue colour, 
the competency expected rating within the Career 
Worksheet. Moreover, the boldface type and green 
colour indicates the numerical value of the last rating. 
This visual enhancement helps users to quickly and 
easily identify any difference in the previous and 
expected ratings.
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Calibration

Autocomplete Search of Universal People 
Search Available in Calibration
The search functionality available in the session 
list page, session details page and in the manage 

Purge an Inactive User when Calibration 
Session’s Only Facilitator
The inactive user purge is a very important function in 
SuccessFactors suite. Most of the users who worked 
with it or ever tried to purge an inactive user might have 
noticed that it’s impossible to purge users who are 
involved in one or several processes across the BizX 
suite. With the recent release the new option has been 
added in Manage Calibration sessions called ‘Choose 
a user to replace a calibration session’s only facilitator 
who has been inactive’. This will allow Calibration 
session users to set the replacement facilitator and 
purge an inactive user who is a calibration session’s 
only facilitator. 

Subject comment feature enhancements 
In the previous H1 2020 release, comment field 
enhancements were introduced allowing reviewers 
to write comments more efficiently for employees 
during their review. Right after trying out the new 
comment box, users started to think how else the 
functionality can be improved to ease their daily work 

Calibration sessions page has been improved to 
allow for a better search experience. When users 
are searching for people in these areas,  the system 
can now predict and find relevant people, of whom 
employments are listed as separate entities to select.  

and support in reviewing their employees. From H2 
2020 the comment feature has been further improved 
and reviewers can view all the comments made for an 
employee in different levels of calibration sessions, and 
as such make better informed decisions on employees’ 
ratings. Comment dialog box enhancement includes 
two tabs where in one comments that are made for 
an employee in the current session are included and 
on another read-only comments that are made for an 
employee in the other sessions based on the same 
template of the session. 

Previously the comment column icon was located in 
a separate column and took a lot of space on a list 
view table. Moreover, to add a new comment reviewer 
had to choose an option from the three vertical dots 
menu beside the subject. To make it more user friendly, 
comments icon was moved to the subject view next to 
each subject. Now it allows users to see total number of 
comments that subject has received in current session 
and provide the new comment. Therefore, previous 
Comments column has been eliminated from the List 
view.
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Conclusion

Most of the features included in the H2 2020 release 
are Universal and allow customers to investigate 
the feature without requiring the assistance of an 
Implementation partner. However, in many cases 
it seems that Implementation partners can help to 
investigate and provide more input on how one or 
another functionality is working and what is the benefit 
of using it.

My personal highlight of the newly available features, is 
the fact that SAP is gathering the feedback of frequent 
users on the products that were made available in 
previous release and are continuing to focus on 
improving their user experience going forward.               

I believe users will definitely appreciate the newest 
functionality of Talent search and enhancements 
of Calibration, particularly considering the focus on 
enhancing the ease of their day to day tasks.

We should not forget about latest Goal management 
module updates which are further described in our 
Performance and Goals article within this series, but 
also introduce valuable enhancements to Succession 
and Development features with the inclusion of 
Developments goals to Performance features. We 
are excited to see what further enhancements are 
down the road that will help make the module expert 
experience even better. 
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Introduction

SAP SuccessFactors latest release will be available 
in production systems on the 22nd November 2020, 
which consequently means several enhancements 
across the different modules. This article endeavours 
to highlight the Employee Central (EC) Payroll 
enhancements for the Half Yearly release.  I consider 
the key improvements in EC Payroll are the provision 
for deep link functionality for the pay statement, and 
the ability to simulate posting to finance from Payroll 
Control Centre, which I will explain further below. There 
have been other significant changes, especially for 
Australia, where Leave Loading functionality has been 
added, which enables employees to be paid additional 
amounts over and above their Advance Leave Payments. 

Other notable updates include the Replication of Public 
Sector Cost Objects into EC Payroll, replication of 
Additional Payments for US Customers, and Identity 
Authentication with single sign-on in Employee Central 
Payroll etc, all of which I will explore further within this article.

 

Posting Simulation with Test Payroll 
Results
Performing a Posting Simulation run before a Live 
Payroll is executed is always regarded as a best 
practice in Payroll processing. The Payroll Control 
Centre can now support the posting simulation step in 
both monitoring and productive payroll processes. This 
is achieved by the test payroll results and execution 
being stored in the Control Centre, which can be 
repeated as many times as required. This helps the 
payroll administrators to iron out any payroll posting 
issues, much earlier, before the productive run is 
made. Hence, I regard the addition of Payroll Posting 

Key Enhancements in EC Payroll

Pay Statement Enhancements 
There has been lots of customer demand in the past 
to get more visibility of Pay Statements. This release 
has provided a deep link option to the Pay Statements, 
so that they can be accessed from external places, 
such as the corporate portal. As a result, it is now 
possible to enable employees to access their pay 
statement overview from different access points using 
the new deep link reference: sf/latestpayperiod. This 
enhancement also allows customers to create custom 
access points for the pay statement overview page in 
Employee Central. 

Pay Statement Integration with key values
New integration options are now available to read and 
display the Pay Statement data from Employee Central 
Payroll (for those employees accessing them from 
Employee Central), with an enhanced display of the 
Gross and Net Pay amounts.

The latest pay statement is displayed with the key value 
for pay out amounts on the left-hand side. Each pay 
statement is listed along with the pay date and the net 
pay amount in the overview. See screenshot below:

Simulation functionality to the Payroll Control Centre, 
as one of the key improvements that has happened in 
Employee Central Payroll, in this release.

Leave Loading for Australia
Leave Loading enables employees to be paid over and 
above their Annual Leave Payments, to make up for 
any loss of pay arising due to the absence from work 
(for example, overtime payments, travel expenses while 
employee is on leave etc).
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While the configuration for the calculation of 
entitlement hours for Leave Loading functionality 
lies in Employee Central and Employee Central Time 
Management, the processing of the hours is calculated 
in Employee Central Payroll. 

As standard, the calculation of leave loading will either 
be based on any Absences taken or on the Transfer 

values where the number of hours is transferred from 
Absence accrual to Absence entitlement. This release 
allows stand-alone Leave Loading requests, which can 
either be submitted from Employee Self-Service page 
(ESS) or the manager can submit requests for their 
direct reports from Manager Self-Service page (MSS). 
This is expected to remove lots of manual interventions, 
in the calculation of entitlement hours, submission 
of payment requests and then the actual payment 
processing in Payroll. 

Additional Payments Replication for the 
United States
US Customers can now replicate Additional payments 
(SAP Infotype 0015) into Employee Central Payroll. 
They can replicate the ‘start date’ and ‘end date’ of 
nondiscretionary spot bonus earning periods to enable 
automatic FLSA (Fair Labour Standards Act) employee 
overtime adjustment calculations in the United States. 

Replication of Cost Centre and Public 
Sector Cost Objects
It is now possible to replicate the Cost Centre and 
Public Sector Cost Objects such as funds, grants etc 
from SAP S/4HANA Cloud to Employee Central Payroll 
and also replicate the Employee Cost assignment 
from Employee Central to Employee Central Payroll. 
This enables a complete end-to-end process across 
Employee Central, Employee Central Payroll, and SAP 
S/4HANA Cloud for Public Sector customers.

It involves setting up the RFC connections and then 
scheduling programs for the replication of data from the 
Master Data Integration Service.

Replication of Planned Working Time for 
Casual Workers
It is now possible to replicate planned working time 
for casual workers (Zero Hour Contracts) who do not 
have any fixed working pattern in Employee Central, 
to SAP Infotype 0007 in Employee Central Payroll, by 
using dummy work schedule rules. The configuration 
of dummy work schedules when replicating planned 
working time to SAP Infotype 2003 is also simplified. 
This means casual workers with zero working hours 
can be easily set up in both Employee Central and 
Employee Central Payroll, without any hassle.

Replication of Payment ID and Off-Cycle 
Reason
The Off-Cyle Payroll process in Employee Central 
Payroll has been enhanced in this release, by enabling 
the replication of the payment ID and the off-cycle 
reason from Employee Central into SAP Infotype 0267 
(Off-cycle payments). The Off-cycle Payroll Process can 
then be started in the Payroll Control Centre, to process 
the payment. This helps customers to seamlessly replicate 
pay components for planned and ad hoc off-cycles.

Audit Trail for Analytics (KPI’s)
The Auditing of Payroll Information is a critical and 
sensitive area for many businesses. It is good to see 
that the Audit Trail feature is enhanced with a new 
Analytics History tab. It displays the execution history 
of analytics/Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). The 
following information is now available: 

• Analytics chart ID and descriptions 
• Time and date of execution
• Charts with the logged data

This will help customers to be able to track, download, 
and analyse the changes of the KPIs over time.

Enhancements to Non-Employee Alerts
The column header for the alert list has now been 
amended to display dynamically based on the alert 
type that has been specified in a validation rule. This is 
a welcome change, as previously, the first column on 
all tab pages in ‘My Alerts’, plus the first column for the 
alert list in ‘My Processes’ and ‘My Teams’ had the fixed 
header ‘Employee’. This was insufficient as the Alerts 
could be non-employee specific, for example cost 
centres, payroll area etc. 

It is also now possible to allow Administrators to assign 
alerts related to time data replication like proxy-based 
errors to themselves or other administrators. This is a 
good idea as these alerts are generally addressed by 
different individuals within a team.

Solution Enhancement for Validation 
Rules
A solution is presented as a hyperlink that the payroll 
administrator can access from both the Alerts and 
Alert Details pages in My Alerts application. It directs 
the user to the solution area within the validation rules 
in Configuration workbench of the Payroll Control 
Centre. This has been enhanced and it is now possible 
to define reusable generic solutions, where different 
parameters can be used to provide more context to the 
generic solution at the point of design. For example, 
you have a generic solution that points to arbitrary 
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infotypes of an employee in the Employee Central 
Payroll system. You assign the same generic solution 
multiple times to a validation rule and specify different 
parameter values and solution names for each instance. 
The solution names are displayed as link texts for the 
solutions. 

Previously, it was not possible to use different 
parameter values and solutions names for one generic 
solution. Each solution was hardcoded with variables 
whose value are derived at run time. This feature is 
expected to reduce the implementation efforts for solutions.

Replication of Ad Hoc Time Accounts and 
new filter for Data Replication
It is now possible to replicate ad hoc time accounts 
from Employee Central to Employee Central Payroll. 
Ad hoc time accounts are used for occasional (ad hoc) 
events such as purchased leave, a compensatory day 
off, or a relocation, which are transferred on a date 
other than the regularly scheduled calendar date. 

A new filter entitled “Time Account Type Assignment” 
is available now in the Data Replication configuration. 
Thus far, the available filters were Country Assignment, 
Company Assignment, Pay Group Assignment, 
Employee Class Assignment, and Time Type 
Assignment. These fields are optional filters which can 
be used to limit which time components get replicated. 
For example, if you put a country in the country 
assignment filter it will only replicate time entries for 
employees assigned to that country code. If you leave 
these filters blank, all employees will be included. 

The time account type defines the conditions on how 
to create a time account, as some of the leaves may 
need to accrue a certain amount of balance regularly 
or annually. For example, accruals to Time Accounts 
which update Infotype 2006 balances, which are to 
be shown on Payslip (Annual Leave balance).  This will 
help customers to set up time replication scenarios in a 
flexible manner by choosing time account types that are 
relevant for payroll replication. See screenshot below. 

Replicating Locations to Employee 
Central Payroll
You can now replicate locations that are maintained in 
Employee Central into Employee Central Payroll. There 
are two new fields added to the set up for Location in 
Employee Central, which then allows the administrator 
to create and maintain personnel areas and personnel 
subareas which are then replicated into Employee 
Central Payroll. 

SAP Identity and Authentication
The new release provides for improved secured access 
to the Employee Central Payroll system, using SAP 
Cloud Identity Services and Identity Authentication. 
It is a public cloud service for secure authentication 
and single sign-on for SAP cloud and on-premise 
applications. 
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Address Replication for Ghana and 
Suriname
Address replication has now been enabled for Ghana 
and Suriname, from Employee Central to Employee 
Central Payroll. This should help those customers who 
map Employee Central and Employee Central Payroll 
address fields.

New C/o field in Address for Germany
The ‘Care Of’ field has been added to the Address 
Information portlet for Germany, to accommodate 
changes to German address requirements.

Conclusion

The above mentioned are the most important 
enhancements highlighted in the H2 2020 release, 
for Employee Central Payroll. The full details of the 
H2 2020 release are available on the SuccessFactors 
community website, which also include some further 
features that I have not referenced in my article. I am 
sure that this H2 2020 release will add more values to 
all our Payroll customers as some of the enhancements 
are the most awaited features. Hope to see more 
exciting features in Employee Central Payroll in the next 
release, H1 2021!!
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Introduction

The H2 2020 Release has brought some important 
updates in the Recruiting module to make sure it is 
compliant with the law and aligned with technology 
changes. However, most of them are behind the scenes 
and will be noticed only by system administrators.

Even if you do not currently use Recruiting Posting or 
the Career Site Builder, it is worth looking at what has 
improved in these areas and consider whether you 
would like to implement.

Interview Scheduling

Integration of Interview Scheduling with Microsoft 
Outlook 365 is moving over to Modern Authentication 
which is called “Exchange Online” in the configuration. 
Basic Authentication for EWS (Exchange Web Service) 
will be decommissioned by Microsoft in the second half 
of 2021. Customers who use EWS are not immediately 
impacted, but it is recommended to move to the new 
method as soon as possible. When setting up Interview 
Scheduling you now have a choice between two 
integration options – old and new.

Offer Approvals and Offer Letters

It is now possible to restrict the visibility of Offer Letters 
and Offer Approval templates. This is great news 
for customers who have a lot of templates and want 
to make sure that the correct ones are used. Both 
settings are controlled via Role-Based Permissions 
(RBP). As a prerequisite for Offer Letters you need to 
check the box “Enable Role-Based Permissions for Offer 
Letter Templates” in Manage Recruiting Settings. After 
that you need to adjust the roles as per your business 
requirements.

Candidate Relationship Management 
(CRM)

If you have CRM configured, you will enjoy this 
enhancement. When reviewing CVs using the Inline 
Resume Viewer, you will see a new button which allows 
you to add a candidate to one of your Talent Pools. 
Previously you had to go back, click on the “Take 
Action” menu and you will find the button there. It is 
nice, isn’t it?

Recruiting Posting

There are some positive changes in this area. Firstly 
in Recruiting Posting credits have been removed. This 
was announced earlier this year, but has now been put 
under the umbrella of H2 Release. You no longer have 
to worry about your credits limit or pay for exceeding it. 
You will need to remember that you will be still charged 
by the integrated paid Job Boards according to your 
agreements.

Next, if you haven’t implemented Recruiting Posting 
yet, you can now do it without engaging your 
implementation partner.  This is because provisioning  
access is no longer required for this task as all setting 
can be enabled by customer administrators. If you 
want to start your journey with this tool, go to Role-
Based Permissions and add two permissions: Manage 
Recruiting Posting (available under Manage Recruiting) 
and Recruiting Posting Permission (under Recruiting 
Permissions).

It is also worth mentioning that the number of 
integrated job boards is expanding – we have 14 
additional ones. Check out the Job Board Marketplace 
for the latest list.

Career Site Builder

A set of small innovations in this feature make the 
creation of the career site much faster and simpler. You 
can do more and more without any programming skills.

SAP introduced the new icon which allows you to 
duplicate components. This will really speed up the 
creation of the site.

It is now possible to refine the image alignment in 
the “Two Columns” component. Thanks to this new 
setting, the background image will not extend beyond 
50% of the screen. Those of you who tried to use this 
component in the past to divide the screen into two 
simple columns will appreciate the importance of this 
improvement. 
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If you want to add a logo to your custom header, you 
can now use the new “Logo” component instead of 
“Image”. Also, starting from this release, SVG (Scalable 
Vector Graphics) image type is supported providing you 
with greater flexibility when using images. These two 
changes will allow you to upload just one SVG logo and 
have it displayed correctly on different devices.

Some customers were also asking about the possibility 
of adding Meta Images display when posting site links 
on social media. It is now possible to add them under 
Appearance > Styles > Global Styles.

Under Site Configuration there are two new tabs. The 
first tab – Site Integrations – allows you to see your 
Company ID, data centre and SSO Security Key which 
was previously stored in the Command Centre. In the 
second tab – SEO Settings – you can add terms which 
search engines should demote or avoid when crawling 
your site.

It is also easier now to adjust the spacing around your 
components. When you click on the “Enable Spacing” 
button, you will now also see “Disable Horizontal 
Padding” which removes spacing around the text. 
This will give you more control of how the component 
appears.

The “Enable Spacing” button was available before for 
most of the components. From this release you can 
also use it to adjust spacing around Job Token in your 
custom job layout.

Security and Data Protection

There are few changes which I decided to group under 
this category.

From this Release you can send One Time Password 
(OTP) to candidates when they create their accounts. 
OTP is enabled by default for those customers who 
enabled “Use email as external applicant user ID” which 
I believe most of you did. It is worth taking a look and 
disabling it if you do not want it.

If you decide not to use OTP, you can enable CAPTCHA 
verification instead. Once done, your external candidates 
will see it when logging in or resetting their passwords 
(previously it was only available for logging in).

H2 2020 gives us also an option to define some fields 
as sensitive. Thanks to this attribute you will be able 
to run audit reports and see who has accessed which 
data.

It is also important to note that Recruiting Posting 
is now compliant with European Union (EU) access 
services from SAP. It ensures that the data is protected 
according to the requirements followed by countries 
which have implemented the EU Data Protection 
Directive (EU and countries from the European 
Economic Area and Switzerland). 
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Other Enhancements

When clicking through your Recruiting module, you will 
probably notice the following minor changes:

• Universal People Search allows you to see if an 
employee has a concurrent employment or global 
assignment

• Calendar pop-up defaults the current date and time

• Rich text editor in job requisition includes Heading 1 
to Heading 6 elements

Conclusion

I hope that you found in this review some interesting 
features which you will check out on your preview 
instance. Some changes are really beneficial and 
make customers’ life easier. Personally, I am looking 
forward to seeing some more improvements in the user 
experience area. We hear feedback from our customers 
that the recruiting solution is not intuitive enough, 
especially for recruiters and hiring managers. Let’s take 
the advantages of the H2 2020 Recruiting module 
innovations and see what the next release cycle will bring!
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Introduction

Apart from the standard changes that are implemented 
in each release, in this one there was also a 
symbolic change to the module name; ‘Onboarding 
2.0’, following it’s initial release, expansions and 
improvements became simply ‘Onboarding’.

Onboarding

There are several enhancements that SAP have 
included in this release, with many featuring around 
Compliance which I will summarise below. 

Compliance
Compliance forms for the United States of America are 
now available. These include I-9, E-Verify, W4, SWF, and 
Standard Forms. The USA joins the UK and Australia 
on the list of the supported countries, however Canada 
remains in the queue. As Onboarding uses the same 
Meta Data Framework (MDF) data model as Employee 
Central, it is not necessary to map data from Employee 
Central to Onboarding when collecting employment 
eligibility information from new hires employed in the 
United States.

For easier navigation it is now possible to view all 
the United States Withholding Forms supported in 
Onboarding in one place – ‘Compliance Settings’. A 
state W4 Form is a tax form that serves as a guide 
for employers to withhold a specific amount on each 
paycheck to go towards state taxes.

Additionally to this release, Custom Compliance forms 
(i.e. those that aren’t pre delivered) can be added by 
uploading the form User interface (UI) metadata and the 
form layout metadata in the system.

In the previous version, all compliance forms were 
assigned the Compliance category by default. 
Now, Compliance forms uploaded in the Document 
Management System are assigned to a category based 
on the document type, which makes navigating a bit 
easier.

The final Compliance enhancement that I’d like to 
highlightis that it is now possible to include Compliance 
tasks in the standard Onboarding process, by adding a 
Compliance block to the Process Variant Manager.

Other features
A new Onboarding Dashboard has been enhanced 
and can now provide more information, and thus 
greater benefits, to the customer. Hiring managers and 
onboarding participants can now have a consolidated 
view of compliance tasks and other onboarding 
tasks. They can also use the dashboard to nudge 
fellow participants to complete their tasks, including 
Compliance tasks and the tracking of the overall status 
of ongoing processes for new hires. The consolidated 
view of tasks enables the identification of high-priority 
tasks, and helps the user track them to closure.

The greatest improvement for the Onboarding 
Administrators is the possibility to customise the User 
ID and Employee ID formats with Business Rules. For 
example, you can now prefix  the ID with different 
characters for employees based in different geographic 
locations or areas of the business.
More great news for the Onboarding Admins is that 
the value for the Event Reason field can now be 
automatically set in the New Hire Data Review page 
using Business Rules. This may be small, but it is very 
useful!

Last but not least in the enhancements are the 
email attachments. Admins can use these to share 
documents with new hires and other stakeholders. 
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Conclusion

Onboarding is still evolving and seems to be becoming 
a fundemental solution for clients. This can be seen in 
the simplified name change, but also in the number of 

improvements and enhancements from SAP on the product. 
Offboarding and Crossboarding were omitted in this half-
year release. These two functionalities are still unavailable to 
customers who do not use Employee Central.

Onboarding 1.0

As it is time to say goodbye to the Flash technology, 
SAP SuccessFactors Onboarding 1.0 no longer supports 
Flash-based videos within the Employee Portal. Other 
video options are still available.

To reduce the number of in-person verifications 
required for new hires who applied for their SSN during 
their initial I-9 application, an email notification will 
be sent with a link to remotely update their Form I-9 
Section 1 SSN.

The Request Date and Requisition ID are important 
fields for customers to improve responsiveness and 
allow the end users to manage their work more 
efficiently. SAP have added the Request Date and 
Requisition ID fields which can be used to Configure 
Columns for the Manage Pending Hires.
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Introduction

The long-awaited transition from Flash to HTML for 
Learning Administration is nearing its logical conclusion. 
Many SAP SuccessFactors clients and partners had 
a transition period, with both Learning Administration 
designs available for users to familiarise with and 
test its functionality to the fullest. During this period 
SAP collected customers reviews, actively refining 
their HTML-based design to demonstrate to us in this 
release a package of improvements for the Learning 
Administration module. 
 

Removal of Flash-based Administration 
User Interface

As reported regularly on the SAP SuccessFactors 
community pages and in our Zalaris release articles, 
Learning Management is moving away from legacy 
and insecure Flash-based Learning Administration user 
interface to a more modern and efficient HTML5-based 
user interface. In this release, SAP SuccessFactors 
has officially removed the Adobe Flash-based 
administration user interface and solely supports the 
Fiori, HTML5-based administration user interface. 
Now the administrator experience offered by the SAP 
Fiori interface is consistent with the rest of the SAP 
SuccessFactors product suite.
 

Course home Redesign for Blended 
Content

To improve the user experience for Learning, SAP 
SuccessFactors redesigned the way users launch and 
complete a blended course on mobile, tablet, and web-
based platforms through the use of Learning Course 
home. The features of the Course home redesign for 
blended content will not be available prior to December 
2020, however, will support a number of user friendly 
features for both online courses and instructor-led 
courses. Online Course will have, substitutes, pre-
requisites, surveys, e-signature and assigned to me 

features supported through Course home. Instructor 
lead course will have substitutes, course pre-requisites, 
supported within Course home, plus approval process, 
waitlist and withdraw features supported. 

Following this redesign, the Course home page looks 
more modern and brings much greater control to what 
organisations can chose to present to their learners.  
I would recommend that anyone who is not already 
using the Course home page, to take another look at 
them and perhaps consider a small pilot scheme with 
their admin community. The Course home redesign is 
currently released as an admin Opt-in feature, I expect 
in all likelihood this may become a universal release 
within time.

 
Proctored & Printed Exams in 
Assessments

To provide more flexible assessment administration in 
the new release, SAP SuccessFactors added support for 
printed exams. An assessment can now be printed so 
that the student can be administered the exam in a hard 
copy format, with their scores to be entered manually 
by the instructor using the scoring interface. There are 
clearly some drawbacks to this approach, and I would 
assume this feature would be best utilised in a company 
with controlled face to face examination environments.
 
That said, in the current global setting in which controlled 
examination environments are less accessible, it is 
promising to see the introduction of support for proctored 
exams within Learning. 

SAP SuccessFactors Assessments now provide two 
additional proctor settings allowing administrators to 
configure an exam to require proctor codes and proctor 
authorisations. Setting proctored exams allow for a more 
controlled and validated assessment process. With these 
settings enabled, the instructor needs to enter the proctor 
code in an assessment in order for the student can start 
the exam. It is also possible to add localised messages to 
the exam to provide instructions to the student or other 
information he should know during the exam. With this 
function, the customer can be sure that the proctor is an 
authorised instructor for the course.
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Search & Sorting Functions Updates

Search by Status for Assignment Profile 
Tab for Item and Curricula
Starting from this release, search by status is supported 
in the Assignment Profiles tab for both the Item and 
Curricula entities, where previously Search in this 
area was limited to only ID & Description options. The 
search experience has also been enhanced further 
with administrators now able to search for Assignment 
Profiles to which the Item and Curricula is assigned 
by Assignment Profile Status. This allows for more 
flexibility in searching by Assignment Profile and 
filtering search results.  

License User Type Added to User Search 
Selector and Connector
Another new search option now made available in 
Learning is the inclusion of a search by License User 
Type. The License User Type field is used to specify 
if a user is an Active or a Functional user in terms 
of the licensing agreement. Functional User type is 
used for non-employees (contingent/contractors) or 
seasonal workers with a limited or temporary employee 
relationship during the course of a year of 12-month 
period. Active users are always full time, part time 
employees with an active profile within the system.
These user types are added using the SuccessFactors 
User connector, case sensitive to ACTIVE and 
FUNCTIONAL. All new users created in the system 
will have this field set to Active User. Now if the 
administrators need to find a non-employee, it can be 
done more conveniently using the search based on the 
License User Type.

Default Filter for Assigned Items
The Assigned Items for a User are now filtered by 
default using the “Other Needs and Requirements” 
filters. The Completed Items do not appear in the 
default filtered view on the User entity page. A 
user’s learning plan encapsulates everything that the 
individual user is scheduled to learn: all the learning 
items, classes, curricula, programmes, or anything 
else that he or she is assigned as an individual for the 
purposes of training. Now by default, the plan displays 
items whose assignment type is Required and free-
floating items which are incomplete. For curricula-based 
items, this includes items that are incomplete, items 
that require retraining, or items that are not expired. 
Previously this list displayed completed free floating 
items too, which was not very convenient when mixing 
completed and incomplete items. This is a small, but 
nice revision to Learning.

Updated Sorting for Users Entity
The Sort option for the Users entity now includes 
new options to enable users to further sort items by 
date: Sort Completed Items by Completion date; Sort 
Assigned Items by Required Date or Assigned Date 
and Sort Assignment Profiles by Date Added. This is 
especially convenient for the administrators if many 
items are assigned to the employee. You can sort them, 
for instance, by Required Date to see first items that are 
overdue or have a due date soon. I think you will agree 
it is more convenient to use Sorting than to search for 
such items manually, especially if the list of assigned 
items is large. In this way, a couple of new Sorting 
options will never be redundant.
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Assignment Profile Rules Support 
Comma-Separated Values

Quite a small update but learning administrators will 
definitely appreciate it! Administrators can now paste 
a comma-separated list of values into a rule input 
field for an Assignment Profile in the new Learning 
Administration user interface. This update will greatly 
speed up and facilitate the work of the administrator, 
but keep in mind to avoid awkward situations and 
issues that the values cannot contain commas. The only 
commas permitted are the separators.

Sensitive Data Safeguards

Another Learning system update that might affect 
customers is Sensitive Data Safeguards. Safeguards 
are now added to prevent sensitive personal data in 
SAP SuccessFactors from syncing to or being stored 
in Learning custom fields. Currently, if custom fields 
are mapped to sensitive personal data fields in SAP 
SuccessFactors Learning, a designated administrator 
or group of administrators are notified. When the SAP 
SuccessFactors User Connector or User Sync is then 
run, no new data is saved, and any existing data is 
deleted after seven days. If customers have custom 

data fields that store sensitive data, that data is no 
longer going to be possible to sync into SuccessFactors 
Learning. This mean that if customers have any 
assignment rules that use this data or even just internal 
processes where the Learning administrators need to 
view such data, then customer is going to have some 
challenges.

Chrome restriction on HTTPS downloads

One update which is not a SuccessFactors feature, but 
it is relevant is around a change to the Google Chrome 
browser. Chrome has started blocking “mixed content 
downloads” (non-HTTPS downloads started on secure 
(HTTPS) pages. Insecure downloads started on secure 
pages are a “risk to users’ security and privacy,” with 
Google citing how “insecurely-downloaded programs 
can be swapped out for malware by attackers.” If you 
have upgraded the Google Chrome browser to version 
86, released on 6 October, 2020 you may have noticed 
that some file downloads no longer work. Chrome 
download restriction on HTTPS could cause challanges 
for some customers. Could impact on customers 
using local data stores that don’t have a valid HTTPS 
certificate.

Zoom Supported for Virtual Learning

And finally, an update for those who asked SAP for 
Zoom support. Now Zoom is supported as a Virtual 
Learning Service (VLS) with both Zoom Meeting 
and Zoom Webinars. If you follow Zoom updates 
you may know that they provided details to support 
this integration during the summer months. This 
integration has now been officially announced by both 
Zoom and SAP. If you plan to use Zoom as a virtual 
meeting room vendor, you must keep in mind that 

scheduled programmes are not currently supported, 
and instructors must be valid, licensed users on the 
Zoom virtual learning server. This has been a frequently 
discussed topic or request within SuccessFactors 
community, and it certainly adds benefit to those who 
wish to utilise this popular platform. Of course, many 
customers would also like to see integration with 
other popular platforms, such as the highly popular 
Microsoft Teams. Let us hope that after Zoom, SAP 
SuccessFactors will add Microsoft Teams support in a 
2021 update.
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Conclusion
It is time to let go of Flash and move on with the new 
Learning Administration user interface. Administrators 
have had a transitional period to familiarise themselves 
with the new design, test it and grow accustomed to 
the revised terminology of the Learning system. In turn, 
SAP had time to smooth out the bumps and roughness 
of the new HTML-based user interface.
 
If you desire to learn more about the new Learning 
Administration user interface, during the transition 
period, then I want to recommend you to take a look 

into SAP released KBA #2909180. This is a fantastic 
knowledge base article to start to acquaint yourself with 
the new interface and quickly get familiar with it. The 
knowledge base article provides links to other Learning 
Administration non-Flash replacement of the user 
interface and further explains how the new interface 
works.
 
I hope that this summary article has given you some 
interesting insights into the features SAP introduced in 
this release.
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Introduction

In previous releases we have seen many new features 
in Reward & Recognition (R&R). In this H2 release it 
is now Compensation that has received the biggest 
facelift, making administration easier and improving 
user experience. Below I will cover the interesting parts 
of this new release.

Reward & Recognition

In this release there are three Universal updates 
covering Reward & Recognition including an improved 
user interface for R&R admins.  

Cropping editor for uploaded images
The first feature to mention is that there is now an 
option to crop uploaded images so only relevant parts 
of a picture/image are shown in the R&R program. A 
small but useful feature!

New ‘Thank you’ program
Yet another small feature has now been added so that 
an R&R program can also be used for non-monetary 
rewards. A possible use would be to allow colleagues 
to give recognition to each other.

Updated Reward and Recognition Home 
Page and Nomination Process
Following in the path of previous releases 
SuccessFactors once again try to optimize the process 
of giving awards to employees. This time it is a 
complete redesign of the nomination flow with switches 
to new pages being replaced by more downward 
scrolling. It has also been made easier for managers to 
see the result of these nominations on the redesigned 
‘My Team’s Awards’ and ‘My Awards History’ pages. 
An easy way to add graphics for earnings and levels 
was introduced recently, these graphics are also 
included in the redesigned pages. So, the result is a 
better process flow (see for yourself in this video) with 
more appealing graphics assisting in given rewards to 
employees or colleagues.

Compensation

There are a number of smaller technical ‘behind the 
scenes’ enhancements but some new developments 
are visible to end-users.

Eligibility Rules Supported for Custom 
Fields
This feature has the potential to be a ‘game-changer’ 
when designing eligibility rules in Compensation 
(currently only available for compensation sheets).

Going forward custom fields selected for this purpose 
can optionally be managed in the same way as normal 
standard adjustment fields are managed, so certain 
custom fields will be visible and editable or ‘greyed out’ 
and not editable as a result of this enhancement. This is 
really making the design of any solution utilizing these 
rules much more flexible. Well done SAP!

Configuration of Calculated Pay Range 
based on Post-Promotion Information
This enhancement is interesting to administrators who 
maintain compensation templates for new cycles. In 
the past it was not possible in Admin tools to define 
the logic for Promotion in the template (it was done via 
XML uploaded in Provisioning). Now under Settings 
the template solution can be defined via dropdown 
selections of relevant fields. This should work in a 
similar way for EC and Non-EC templates. In a Non-EC 
template the salary pay matrix file forms the foundation 
for promotion data.

Compensation Statement Notifications on 
Home Page
There exists now both an option to send to employee 
a notification via mail when a statement has been 
generated and alternatively a notification made 
available in the Statement block under Employee File.

Previously only mail notification was enabled. 
Permission for administering these notifications are 
controlled via Role Based Permission (RBP). 

Managing and sending these notifications is done 
under ‘Complete Compensation Cycle’ when the review 
process has completed. Wording of the notification 
itself is maintained under ‘E-Mail Notification Templates’ 
though.
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New Layouts for Statement Templates
SuccessFactors have also announced that in future 
standard statement templates will support fields being 
aligned to the left or below text sections, currently only 
right is supported. We have yet to see how functionality 
has been implemented.

Updated Compensation Eligibility Ad-Hoc 
and People Analytics Reports
As mentioned above there exists now an option to 
define custom fields for eligibility. Therefore, it makes 
sense to enhance reporting on Eligibility to include 
these custom fields. Furthermore, there is support for 
multiple Data Sets (templates) so cross-platform issues 
should be identified faster.

Static Permission Groups Added to Field-
Based Permissions
Field Based Permission has existed in Compensation 
for some years now and SuccessFactors is adding a 
new option to also import static groups. This could 
come in handy, as it is will now be easier to import a 
large group of fixed users. Before it was either defined 
dynamically via certain criteria such as Department or 
Employee class. Now it can be a list of individual users 
having a specific role in the template.

Auto-Completion of Worksheet Search 
Box Within Compensation Plan Activity 
Audit
Minor but very handy improvement as you will now be 
presented with form (worksheet) name suggestions 
while entering the form name in the Audit reporting 
feature. Helpful if you really have many forms 
generated in your instance.

Compensation Provisioning Settings 
Available on Company Settings Page
SuccessFactors is continuing the move of settings from 
Provisioning to the ‘Company Settings’ page. Latest 
additions are: 

• Enable YouCalc widget on compensation form
• Enable Compensation Profile
• Enable Form View in Executive Review
• Enable Decentralized Administration

Nice, but not that important to end-users as these 

options are typically a one-time selection.

Currency Views Availability Field Added to 
Compensation Plans
With this enhancement it is now optional for 
compensation administrators to select currency views 
and currency for when importing amounts via the UDF 
file (= old-fashioned Non-EC integrated template). 
Actually, this feature is now better aligned with Variable 
Pay where it has been available for some time.

Sort Executive Review List of Templates
Small enhancement, but for customers with a long list 
of templates in Executive Review report, the list is now 
sortable in either alphabetic or reverse alphabetic order.
One could also solve this by doing a ‘clean up’ of the 
long list either via disabling unused old templates, or via 
RBP removing access to old templates so they do not 
appear on the list.

Support for Custom MDF Objects Names 
with Multiple Underscores
Another small enhancement relates to the naming of 
Custom MDF objects. In the last release the option of 
using custom MDF objects directly in Compensation was 
added. Now MDF names with multiple underscores are 
supported e.g. ‘cust_Add_Comp_Data’.

XML Attributes for Compensation Added 
to Display Settings Page
Another small but very useful feature has now been 
made available in the frontend to configure default 
sorting. The number of employees per page will be 
displayed (can be altered by end user directly in the 
form), and also the display format and colour.

Deep Link to Completed Compensation 
Forms Folder
Deep link for Completed Compensation forms folder can 
now be shared via mail or homepage for direct access to 
these forms.

Configure Compensation Worksheets to 
Display Multiple Columns for Collapsed 
Groups
The next enhancement is one of the useful ones for most 
customers. Before this release you could only select one 
field/column to be displayed when a group in a form was 
collapsed. Going forward you can select more fields to be 
displayed when a group is collapsed.

Very useful as this gives an opportunity to design a 
default screen with content relevant for end-users if forms 
are very big. The end-user can still expand the full group, 
if requested.
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Job Owner Added to Monitor 
Compensation Jobs Page
Another useful enhancement: Job Owner (= person 
submitting a certain job) has been added to the Job list 
in ‘Monitor Compensation Jobs’:

Maximum Number of Employees Per 
Compensation Worksheet Page Raised to 
100
In the past SuccessFactors had a limit of 50 employees 
to be shown in the form. This limit has been raised to 
100. It is now also possible to select a smaller number of 
employees to be seen in the form rather than it being set 
by the administrator of the solution. Potentially this could 
have impact on performance when loading the form.

Reorganization of Update Worksheets 
Section on Manage Worksheets Page
With this release SuccessFactors have redesigned/
reorganized the ‘Update Worksheets’ section with 
horizontal display of links for features regarding the 
worksheet.

A small change to make better use of the canvas.

Select All Employees from Move and 
Delete Lists on Compensation Forms
When either moving or deleting employees from a form 
you can now select them all with just one click instead of 
selecting all one by one:

Updated Display of Budget Information in 
Total Compensation
For those customers using the relatively new template: 
‘Total Compensation’ the budget layout has now been 
aligned with the layout on standard Compensation and 
Variable Pay templates.

Updated Recall Compensation Statements 
Confirmation Message
When recalling generated statements, you will now be 
notified about how many statements will be deleted, in 
the confirmation message for the job.

Variable Pay

Support for Offline Editing of Variable Pay 
Information Within Total Compensation 
Templates
This feature is a message informing a customer that 
the feature planned for the H2 2020 release has 
been postponed. Offline editing not available for Total 
Compensation plans including Variable Pay tab of these 
plans. So SuccessFactors asks for your patience here
.
Bonus Notifications on Home Page
This Admin Opt-in feature allows those employees to 
have access to their bonus plans directly from the latest 
homepage instead of having to navigate via People 
Profile. Admins can easily initiate this notification job.

As always this is only accessible on completed bonus 
plans and is also not available for Total Compensation 
plans. Enabling the latest home page is a pre-requisite.

New Experience for the Variable Pay View
Connected to the above enhancement, the Individual 
Bonus View for employees has undergone a major 
redesign to a fresher look (take a look here), to be more 
akin to what is available on the Compensation Profile. 
This is an Admin Opt-In update but brings a totally new 
look; previously the design layout was based on how 
forms looked like 5 or 6 years ago. So, thank you SAP, 
but it was also about time!

Conclusion

Although there are numerous enhancements for 
Compensation, Variable Pay, and Reward & Recognition, 
there are only a few major updates made available for 
customers. Nevertheless, there are some quite useful 
additions and corrections to make day to day working 
easier and more enjoyable.

https://zalaris.com/
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Introduction

This article focuses on the feature groups called 
“Benefits”, “Time Data Replication”, “Time Off” and 
“Time Sheet”. For simplicity, all time feature related 
groups will be collectively referred to as “Time and 
Attendance Management”. The document is written in 
the UK English language throughout. 

In this release, there are 3 (2 Admin Opt-in and 1 
Universal) new features in EC Benefits and 14 (11 
Admin Opt-in, 3 Universal) in Time and Attendance 
Management. 

Highlights include benefit feedback surveys, 
functionality to improve the administration of time 
processing which spans across the midnight hour and 
the purchase of additional leave.

In addition to the new features, there are a number 
of improvements in Benefits (4) and in Time and 
Attendance Management (1). These updates provided 
improvements in USA benefits processing including 
the importing of benefits data and associated validation 
routines. 

All new and improvements to existing features are 
fully available with this release although there are 
prerequisites to be fulfilled in some instances. 

Benefits

The current release provides several improvements 
including the usage of mobile technology, the feedback 
process via surveys and system performance when 
handling employee master data changes influencing 
employee benefit options.   

A long awaited addition is the ability to obtain feedback 
when employees enrol for benefits. Feedback is 
captured when employees submit benefits added 
during a cart-based enrolment action which launches 
the integrated Qualtrics surveys. The survey does not 
launch if the employee navigates from enrolment to the 
Benefits Confirmation Statement during non-workflow 
scenarios. Demo available here.

A new automatic enrolment job has been introduced to 
process the records of employees who have changes 
in their master data. The new job named “Create or 

Update Benefit Enrolments for Employee Master 

Data Changes”, brings performance improvements 
concerning memory consumption and processing time. 
A new object named “Benefit Employee Master Data 

Change Tracker” is used to track master data changes 
according to configurable rules for the master data 
objects. Unfortunately, the new job does not support 
all scenarios and therefore the old Benefits Auto 

Enrolment Job should be used for the creation of new 
enrolments and for enrolment updates based on date 
related eligibility changes.

Due to the limited functionality available via the native 
app, it is now possible to enrol and claim benefits on a 
mobile via any browser. Demo available here.

Deduction Start Date (Demo)
The previous two options have become three for the 
Deduction Start Date field across benefit types as 
shown in the image below.  

https://zalaris.com/
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Customers required an option to always set the 
deduction date as the start date of the next pay period 
regardless of the “pay cheque issue date”. This is now 
provided by the option Always Next Pay Period. 

 
The option Next Pay Period Based on Pay Cheque 

Issue Date compares the enrolment effective date with 
the pay cheque issue date. If the enrolment effective 
date is on or after the pay cheque issue date, the 
deduction date will be the start date of the next pay 
period otherwise the deduction date is the enrolment 
effective date.

Other Universal Updates
This release brings several improvements concerning 
error handling and validation on the import of data 
within Global Benefits. This will provide improvements 
for both the user experience and data quality. For 
example, when importing insurance enrolments, 
the system updates the fields for the employee and 
employer contributions automatically if not maintained.

Importing insurance benefits has several improved 
validations as outlined below: -

• Processing combinations of Coverage, Enrolling 

For, and Smoking which are not maintained in the 
rate chart

Improvements include the replication of amounts to 
payroll and adding fields to the benefit configuration 
User Interface (UI) of the various benefit types where 
previously not available.

Partial year enrolments for USA saving plans are now 
supported in Global Benefits. During a mid-year new 
hire or life event, the system provides the opportunity 
for increased per pay period contributions. In this 
situation, the maximum employee contribution per 
pay period reflects the actual number of pay periods 
remaining. Demo available here. 

• Future or missing enrolment request date 
• Inconsistent employee and employer contributions 

when compared to the rate chart
• CSV file is missing in the import zip folder
• Missing dependent details for a plan which uses 

the premium type Dependents only

Validation for missing CSV files in the import zip 
folder has also been introduced for the benefit types 
Deductible Allowance and Pensions. The Health 
Savings Plan (HSA) type can now also be imported. 

USA Specific Changes
For the USA, there is enhanced payroll integration 
for the following savings plans to cover employee 
deduction, employer contribution, and employee 
annual limits: -

• Health Savings Plan (HSA)
• Flexible Spending Account (FSA)
• Limited Flexible Spending Account (LFSA)
• Dependent Care Reimbursement Account (DCRA)

In order to accommodate the new fields introduced for 
the handling of partial year enrolments, the imports for 
the following USA savings plan have been enhanced: -

• Flexible Spending Account
• Limited Flexible Spending Account 
• Dependent Care Reimbursement Account 

https://zalaris.com/
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Time and Attendance Management

This release contains new features impacting the Team 
Absence Calendar, Time Accounts, transactions across 
midnight, system performance and some country 
specific improvements.  

Team Absence Calendar 
In order to provide improved understanding into 
the absences and planned working time of users, a 
new day view has been created for employees and 
managers. Absences and planned working times 
can be seen from when they started and ended on 
the timeline including cross-midnight entries. Demo 
available here.

Employees and managers can search for users 
outside the peers’ group for an employee or outside 
the reporting hierarchy of a manager in the Team 
Absence Calendar. The new functionality has a couple 
of role-based permission prerequisites under User 

Permissions as follows: -

Time Management User Permissions >  Enable Search 

Option in Team Absence Calendar is selected. 
General User Permission > Company Info Access > 
User Search is selected. 

Demo available here.

Time Accounts
The bookable period of a time account can be more 
flexibly configured. Custom fields can be used which 
can be created automatically using the time account 
configuration rule. The Booking Possible From and the 
Booking Possible Until dates can be changed whereas 
previously they were fixed to the Account Valid From 
and the Account Valid Until dates, respectively. 
 
Employees via self-service can now purchase 
additional time off or leave with payroll deductions 
funding the leave purchase time account. Alternatively, 
administrators can request to purchase additional leave 
on behalf of employees through a user interface on 
the Time Admin Workbench. Prerequisites include 
EA-HRAU SP82 being installed in the Employee Central 
Payroll system and a number of role-based permissions. 
Demo available here.

Ad hoc time accounts can be created independently 
from the usual account creation process. They 
support infrequent events such as purchased leave, a 
compensatory day off, or relocation. Demo available 
here. They can also now be replicated from Employee 
Central to Employee Central Payroll via the new 
filter Time Account Type Assignment in the Data 

Replication Configuration. 

Cross-Midnight Time Processing
Absences crossing midnight can now be created, 
amended, or deleted as a single absence by an 
employee. For example, an employee who is working 
a shift from 10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. the next day, can 
now record a full-day or a partial-day absence crossing 
midnight. Demo available here.

It is now possible to enter one continuous planned 
working time segment which overlaps two days. For 
example, you can enter a working time segment from 
10:00 p.m. on the first day in the work schedule to 6:00 
a.m. on the second day. It is no longer necessary to add 
one segment up to midnight and another starting after 
midnight. Demo available here.

Temporary Work Schedule Assignment 
All temporary work schedules can now be amended or 
deleted making the feature easier for users. Previously, 
it was not possible to delete or amend the assignment 
of a temporary work schedule with a regular work 
schedule pattern. 

Other System Administration & 
Performance Updates
Administration teams typically work on data issues and 
with Admin Alerts 2.0 it is possible for administrators to 
assign time data related alerts to other administrators. 
This supports the administration team when tracking 
errors and warnings that occur during the replication 
process of planned working time.
 
Changes to an employee’s job information such as 
changes to the work schedule or time profile, can 
trigger a recalculation to timesheets, absences, 
and accruals. The Retry Counter prevents these 
recalculations occurring automatically more than three 
times whilst providing an alert. This limitation improves 
overall system performance whilst maintaining the 
option for a recalculation via a manual restart. 

Accrual Transfer Dates are automatically adjusted 
when absences are recorded such as unauthorised 
leave and leave without pay. Until now, it was a manual 
task for the administrator to adjust the transfer date. 
Demo available here.

Country Specific Updates
Australia: Leave Loading payment requests can now 
be submitted from ESS and MSS. Employee Central 
Payroll must be configured to benefit fully from the new 
functionality. Demo available here.

Canada and the United States: Employees can apply 
for short term disability leave in cases where they 
cannot report to work for an extended period due to 
illness or a disability. This will support customers with 
their compliance requirements. 

https://zalaris.com/
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Other Admin Opt-in Changes
An administrator via configuring a rule function 
can now create a customised message for the user 
who selects to split advance leave payment across 
fiscal years. This enables customers to communicate 
in a more personalised manner with its employees. 
Previously a standard validation checked for the 
presence of the option to split the advance leave 
payment across fiscal years and then displayed a 
standard message.  

Conclusion

With this release there continues to be improvements 
which will both enhance and simplify the administrator 
and user experience. In particular, this can be seen 
with the across midnight time processing, extended 
view and searching within the Team Absence Calendar, 
and the additional validations and usage of Qualtrics 
surveys supporting employee benefits processing. 

Detailed information for H2 2020 release can be found 
on the SAP Help website here. 

https://zalaris.com/
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Introduction

Hopefully, by now, you have found the articles relating 
to the areas that interest you. In my summary, I have 
picked out some high-level information about the 
release as well as my observations.

H2 2020 Summary

As I said in my introduction blog, this is the largest 
single release I have seen from SAP SuccessFactors 
with over 300 changes.

This is the first year since moving from quarterly to 
half-yearly releases, and overall, it has meant a drop 
in the total number of updates over the year (mainly 
due to a third fewer ‘Universal’ updates). But size is not 
everything; this release and this year have certainly 
brought an abundance of features and innovation.

The module that has seen the most increase in change 
in 2020 (vs 2019) is Onboarding; not unsurprising 
considering that Onboarding 2.0 is relatively new. 
Also, I noticed increased activity in Learning (the new 
Admin user interface) and People Analytics updates. 
Conversely, after a bumper couple of years, Recruiting 
has seen a slow down in the number of features in the 
two release updates this year.

A common thread during this year has been the 
intelligent enterprise – joining up information from 
different areas and providing it to the user at the right 
time – turning “insight into action” to borrow SAP’s 

phrasing. On this theme, we’ve seen a reimagined 
home page, a new digital workplace (SAP Work Zone 
for HR), increases in the ability to capture feedback at 
key points in a process, and the continued growth of 
the content provided in People Analytics so that it is 
easy for customers to consume and benefit from.

Has the switch to half-yearly releases worked? My 
observation is that it has. I think customers are still 
getting a high rate of innovation (~600 changes a 
year), and they are better able to manage the change. 
I have also observed that the documentation for each 
release, as well as the product help and supporting 
documentation, have been improving which should 
improve adoption.

That brings me nicely to my final topic. As usual, I want 
to finish by highlighting a useful SAP SuccessFactors 
resource. This time I would like to spotlight something 
which helps to ensure that solutions are aligned and 
can best take advantage of the sorts of things that 
we have seen coming through; something known 
as ALP (Architecture Leading Practice). The ALP is 
a set of recommended configuration decisions and 
guidance on topics associated with a SuccessFactors 
implementation. They were released over a year ago 
and are a welcome addition to other implementation 
assets (such as Best Practice content and 
Implementation Design Principles & Guides). For more 
information on each of these assets, I recommend this 
SAP blog which will talk you through this diagram:

Unlike the Best Practice content and Implementation 
documents, the ALP documents aren’t specific to a 
module. Instead, they look at cross-function topics or 
implementation considerations which can be imperative 

to successful delivery. For example, Job Architecture, 
Data Privacy and Data Migration strategies. For a full 
list of ALP topics, please refer to this SAP Community 
article – check them out!

https://zalaris.com/
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Conclusion

I hope you have enjoyed our series of posts on the H2 
2020 release of SAP SuccessFactors. If you haven’t 
read the other posts yet, I encourage you to go back 
and see which areas spark your interest. Also, please 
keep an eye on our website and our social media 
accounts on LinkedIn or Twitter for this release’s eBook 
covering all the articles – it will be free to download, 
and you are welcome to share it with your colleagues.
I want to take the opportunity to thank my #TeamZalaris 
colleagues across the world for their hard work in 
bringing you their insights.  I also hope that the broader 
SAP SuccessFactors community has found them useful 
too. We would love to hear your feedback! (by email or 
via our social channels on Twitter and LinkedIn). 

If you are interested in SAP SuccessFactors and our 
expertise across Scandinavia, Germany, Poland, Baltics, 
UK & Ireland, please reach out to us via our contact 
page or by email, and we look forward to speaking with 
you soon.

Preview instances of SuccessFactors were updated on 

16/17 October 2020, and the production instances are 

due to be updated on 20/21 November 2020.

We will be back for H1 2021 (16 April 2020 to Preview, 

21 May 2020 to Production) next year!
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